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(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a service continuity ensuring method, a control plane
gateway, and a mobility management network element.
The method includes: receiving, by a C-GW, current lo-
cation information of UE sent by a mobility management
network element; selecting, by the C-GW, at least one
forwarding D-GW for the UE according to the current lo-
cation information of the UE; establishing, by the C-GW

for the UE, a data forwarding tunnel between a source
D-GW of the UE and the forwarding D-GW, and a data
forwarding tunnel between the forwarding D-GW and a
target base station of the UE, where the data forwarding
tunnels are used to transmit uplink user plane data and/or
downlink user plane data of the UE in a moving process
of the UE.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cations field, and more specifically, to a service continuity
ensuring method, a control plane gateway, and a mobility
management network element.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A distributed gateway (Distributed Gateway,
DGW) architecture is an enhanced network architecture
proposed on the basis of an existing evolved packet sys-
tem (Evolved Packet System, EPS) network architecture
according to an idea of separating a network control plane
function from a user plane function. The DGW architec-
ture includes a control plane gateway (Control plane
gateway, C-GW) and a user plane gateway (User plane
gateway, U-GW).
[0003] The C-GW is a centralized control plane gate-
way, and may have two forms: (1) a single network ele-
ment obtained after a control plane function of a serving
gateway (Serving Gateway, S-GW) and a control plane
function of a packet data network gateway (Packet Data
Network Gateway, P-GW) in an existing 3GPP EPS net-
work are integrated, and (2) two independent network
elements that separately implement a control plane func-
tion of an existing S-GW (Control Plane S-GW) and a
control plane function of an existing P-GW (Control Plane
P-GW). The C-GW is specially configured to process
control plane signaling in the 3GPP EPS network, includ-
ing signaling related to functions such as mobility man-
agement, session management, address management,
path management, and accounting management. The
C-GW interacts with the U-GW to implement control and
management on user plane data processing.
[0004] The U-GW is a distributed user plane gateway.
Corresponding to the two forms of the C-GW, the U-GW
may also have two forms: (1) a single network element
obtained after a user plane function of the serving gate-
way (Serving Gateway, S-GW) and a user plane function
of the packet data network gateway (Packet Data Net-
work Gateway, P-GW) in the existing 3GPP EPS network
are integrated, and (2) two independent network ele-
ments that separately implement a user plane function
of the existing S-GW (User Plane S-GW) and a user plane
function of the existing P-GW (User Plane P-GW). The
U-GW is specially configured to process user plane data
in the 3GPP EPS network, including functions such as
routing and forwarding, data packet check, data packet
counting, and quality of service enforcement. The U-GW
processes user plane data under control and manage-
ment of the C-GW. In consideration of a feature that the
U-GW can be deployed in a distributed manner, the U-
GW may also be referred to as a distributed gateway
(Distributed Gateway, D-GW).
[0005] In the existing EPS network architecture, serv-

ice continuity is implemented by means of an anchor
function of the P-GW. That is, in a moving process of UE
in a connected mode that performs a user plane service,
user plane data of the UE is always exchanged between
the current P-GW and an external data network. Because
the P-GW does not change in the moving process, it is
ensured that a user plane IP address does not change,
to further ensure continuity of the user plane service.
[0006] The U-GW (or the D-GW) in the DGW architec-
ture may be deployed in a distributed manner according
to a service requirement, to implement local access of a
user, further shorten a round trip time (Round-Trip Time,
RTT) of user plane data, and improve user experience.
During deployment, the U-GW may be moved down-
wards to a metropolitan area network closer to the user
and even to a base station controller. With downward
movement of the U-GW, a service range of the U-GW is
far smaller than a service range of the S-GW/P-GW de-
ployed in a centralized manner in the EPS network.
Therefore, a probability that the serving U-GW changes
in the moving process of the UE increases.
[0007] It may be learned that in the DGW architecture,
how to ensure service continuity in the moving process
of the UE is a prominent problem.

SUMMARY

[0008] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a service continuity ensuring method, a control plane
gateway, and a mobility management network element,
to establish, for UE, a data forwarding tunnel between a
forwarding U-GW and a source U-GW, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW and a tar-
get base station of the UE, so as to ensure service con-
tinuity in a moving process of the UE, and improve user
service experience.
[0009] According to a first aspect, a service continuity
ensuring method is proposed, and the method includes:
receiving, by a control plane gateway, current location
information of a user equipment sent by a mobility man-
agement network element for the user equipment; se-
lecting, by the control plane gateway, at least one for-
warding user plane gateway for the user equipment ac-
cording to the current location information of the user
equipment; and establishing, by the control plane gate-
way for the user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel
between a source user plane gateway serving the user
equipment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station of the user equip-
ment, where the data forwarding tunnels are used to
transmit uplink user plane data and/or downlink user
plane data of the user equipment in a moving process of
the user equipment.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the at least one forwarding user
plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the control
plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway used
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after the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is the same as a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equipment
is moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used after the user equipment
is moved to the current location area; and a specific im-
plementation of the establishing, by the control plane
gateway for the user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel
between a source user plane gateway serving the user
equipment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station of the user equip-
ment is:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first re-
quest sent by the mobility management network el-
ement, where the first request carries routing infor-
mation of the target base station of the user equip-
ment;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second re-
quest to the first user plane gateway, where the sec-
ond request is used to request the first user plane
gateway to establish the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the first user plane gateway and the target
base station, and the data forwarding tunnel between
the first user plane gateway and the source user
plane gateway, and the second request carries the
routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the source user plane gate-
way; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third re-
quest to the source user plane gateway, where the
third request is used to request the source user plane
gateway to establish the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source user plane gateway and the first
user plane gateway, and the third request carries
routing information of the forwarding user plane gate-
way.

[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a second
possible implementation, the at least one forwarding user
plane gateway includes a second user plane gateway
and a third user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the user
equipment is moved to a current location area, the control
plane gateway is the same as a serving control plane
gateway used before the user equipment is moved to the
current location area, and the mobility management net-
work element is a serving mobility management network
element used after the user equipment is moved to the
current location area; and a specific implementation of
the establishing, by the control plane gateway for the
user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between a
source user plane gateway serving the user equipment
and the forwarding user plane gateway, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding user plane gate-
way and a target base station of the user equipment is:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first re-
quest sent by the mobility management network el-
ement, where the first request carries routing infor-
mation of the target base station of the user equip-
ment;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second re-
quest to the second user plane gateway, where the
second request is used to request the second user
plane gateway to establish a data forwarding tunnel
between the second user plane gateway and the tar-
get base station, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the second user plane gateway and the third
user plane gateway, and the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gateway;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third re-
quest to the third user plane gateway, where the third
request is used to request the third user plane gate-
way to establish the data forwarding tunnel between
the third user plane gateway and the second user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the third user plane gateway and the source
user plane gateway, and the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and routing information of the source user plane
gateway; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a fourth re-
quest to the source user plane gateway, where the
fourth request is used to request the source user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding tun-
nel between the source user plane gateway and the
third user plane gateway, and the fourth request car-
ries the routing information of the third user plane
gateway.

[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a third pos-
sible implementation, the at least one forwarding user
plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the control
plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway used
after the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is different from a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equipment
is moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used after the user equipment
is moved to the current location area;
the method further includes: further receiving, by the con-
trol plane gateway, routing information of the source user
plane gateway sent by the mobility management network
element; and
the specific implementation of the establishing, by the
control plane gateway for the user equipment, a data
forwarding tunnel between a source user plane gateway
serving the user equipment and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and a target base
station of the user equipment is:
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receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first re-
quest sent by the mobility management network el-
ement, where the first request carries routing infor-
mation of the target base station of the user equip-
ment; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second re-
quest to the first user plane gateway, where the sec-
ond request is used to request the first user plane
gateway to establish the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the first user plane gateway and the target
base station, and the data forwarding tunnel between
the first user plane gateway and the source user
plane gateway, and the second request carries the
routing information of the target base station and the
routing information of the source user plane gate-
way.

[0013] With reference to the first aspect, in a fourth
possible implementation, the at least one forwarding user
plane gateway includes a second user plane gateway
and a third user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the user
equipment is moved to a current location area, the control
plane gateway is different from a serving control plane
gateway used before the user equipment is moved to the
current location area, and the mobility management net-
work element is a serving mobility management network
element used after the user equipment is moved to the
current location area;
the method further includes: further receiving, by the con-
trol plane gateway, routing information of the source user
plane gateway sent by the mobility management network
element; and
the specific implementation of the establishing, by the
control plane gateway for the user equipment, a data
forwarding tunnel between a source user plane gateway
serving the user equipment and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and a target base
station of the user equipment is:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first re-
quest sent by the mobility management network el-
ement, where the first request carries routing infor-
mation of the target base station of the user equip-
ment;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second re-
quest to the second user plane gateway, where the
second request is used to request the second user
plane gateway to establish a data forwarding tunnel
between the second user plane gateway and the tar-
get base station, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the second user plane gateway and the third
user plane gateway, and the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gateway;
and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third re-

quest to the third user plane gateway, where the third
request is used to request the third user plane gate-
way to establish the data forwarding tunnel between
the third user plane gateway and the second user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the third user plane gateway and the source
user plane gateway, and the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and the routing information of the source user plane
gateway.

[0014] With reference to any one of the first aspect, or
the first possible implementation of the first aspect to the
fourth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a
fifth possible implementation, the method further in-
cludes: sending, by the control plane gateway, a create
session request to a target user plane gateway, where
the create session request is used to create, on the target
user plane gateway for the user equipment, a bearer con-
text for user plane data transmission, each created bear-
er context includes routing information of the target user
plane gateway, and the target user plane gateway is a
serving user plane gateway corresponding to the current
location area of the user equipment.
[0015] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementa-
tion, the method further includes: sending, by the control
plane gateway, the routing information of the target user
plane gateway to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.
[0016] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect or the third possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect, in a seventh possible implemen-
tation, the method further includes: sending, by the con-
trol plane gateway, the routing information of the first user
plane gateway to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.
[0017] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect or the third possible implemen-
tation of the first aspect, in an eighth possible implemen-
tation, the first user plane gateway is further a serving
user plane gateway selected by the control plane gate-
way for the user equipment according to the current lo-
cation information of the user equipment.
[0018] With reference to the second possible imple-
mentation of the first aspect or the fourth possible imple-
mentation of the first aspect, in a ninth possible imple-
mentation, the method further includes: sending, by the
control plane gateway, the routing information of the sec-
ond user plane gateway to the target base station via the
mobility management network element.
[0019] According to a second aspect, a service conti-
nuity ensuring method is proposed, and the method in-
cludes: receiving, by a target mobility management net-
work element, a forwarding relocation request sent by a
source mobility management network element serving a
user equipment, where the forwarding relocation request
carries current location information of the user equip-
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ment; selecting, by the target mobility management net-
work element, a target control plane gateway of the user
equipment according to the current location information
of the user equipment; sending, by the target mobility
management network element, the current location in-
formation of the user equipment to the target control
plane gateway, so that the target control plane gateway
determines a forwarding user plane gateway of the user
equipment according to the current location information
of the user equipment; and sending, by the target mobility
management network element, a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request to the target control plane gate-
way, where the data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest is used to request the target control plane gateway
to establish, for the user equipment, a data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding user plane gateway and
a source user plane gateway serving the user equipment,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding us-
er plane gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment.
[0020] With reference to the second aspect, in a first
possible implementation, the target control plane gate-
way is different from a serving control plane gateway
used before the user equipment is moved to a current
location area, and the method further includes: sending,
by the target mobility management network element, a
change notification message to the source mobility man-
agement network element, where the change notification
message is used to indicate that a serving control plane
gateway of the user equipment changes to the target
control plane gateway.
[0021] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation of the second aspect, in a second possible imple-
mentation, the method further includes: receiving, by the
target mobility management network element, an ac-
knowledgment message sent by the source mobility
management network element according to the change
notification message, where the acknowledgment mes-
sage carries routing information of the source user plane
gateway of the user equipment.
[0022] According to a third aspect, a service continuity
ensuring method is proposed, and the method includes:
receiving, by a control plane gateway, current location
information of a user equipment sent by a mobility man-
agement network element; selecting, by the control plane
gateway, a target user plane gateway for the user equip-
ment according to the current location information of the
user equipment; and sending, by the control plane gate-
way, a request message to the mobility management net-
work element, where the request message is used to
request the mobility management network element to re-
lease a first bearer context and indicate to the user equip-
ment to send a setup request for a second bearer context,
the first bearer context is a bearer context of the user
equipment that is established on a source user plane
gateway of the user equipment, and the second bearer
context is a bearer context that is re-established by the
user equipment on the target user plane gateway accord-

ing to the first bearer context.
[0023] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation, the request message is a delete
bearer request message, the delete bearer request mes-
sage carries a reactivation request indication, and the
reactivation request indication is used to indicate, by us-
ing the mobility management network element, to the us-
er equipment to initiate the re-setup request for the bearer
context after the bearer context is deleted.
[0024] According to a fourth aspect, a control plane
gateway is proposed, and the control plane gateway in-
cludes: a receiving unit, configured to receive current lo-
cation information of a user equipment sent by a mobility
management network element; a selection unit, config-
ured to select at least one forwarding user plane gateway
for the user equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment; and a tunnel estab-
lishment unit, configured to establish, for the user equip-
ment, a data forwarding tunnel between a source user
plane gateway serving the user equipment and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the forwarding user plane gateway and a
target base station of the user equipment, where the data
forwarding tunnels are used to transmit uplink user plane
data and/or downlink user plane data of the user equip-
ment in a moving process of the user equipment.
[0025] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the
control plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway
used after the user equipment is moved to a current lo-
cation area, the control plane gateway is the same as a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving mo-
bility management network element used after the user
equipment is moved to the current location area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a first
request sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment, where the first request carries routing information
of the target base station of the user equipment; and
the control plane gateway further includes a sending unit,
and the tunnel establishment unit is specifically config-
ured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway by
using the sending unit, and send a third request to the
source user plane gateway by using the sending unit,
where the second request is used to request the first user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the first user plane gateway and the target base
station, and the data forwarding tunnel between the first
user plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the source
user plane gateway, the third request is used to request
the source user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the source user plane gateway
and the first user plane gateway, and the third request
carries routing information of the forwarding user plane
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gateway.
[0026] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway includes a second user plane gate-
way and a third user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used after
the user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is the same as a serving control
plane gateway used before the user equipment is moved
to the current location area, and the mobility manage-
ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the user equipment is moved
to the current location area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a first
request sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment, where the first request carries routing information
of the target base station of the user equipment; and
the control plane gateway further includes a sending unit,
and the tunnel establishment unit is specifically config-
ured to:
send a second request to the second user plane gateway
by using the sending unit, send a third request to the third
user plane gateway by using the sending unit, and send
a fourth request to the source user plane gateway by
using the sending unit, where the second request is used
to request the second user plane gateway to establish a
data forwarding tunnel between the second user plane
gateway and the target base station, and a data forward-
ing tunnel between the second user plane gateway and
the third user plane gateway, the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and rout-
ing information of the third user plane gateway, the third
request is used to request the third user plane gateway
to establish the data forwarding tunnel between the third
user plane gateway and the second user plane gateway,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the third user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway, the third
request carries routing information of the second user
plane gateway and routing information of the source user
plane gateway, the fourth request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data forward-
ing tunnel between the source user plane gateway and
the third user plane gateway, and the fourth request car-
ries the routing information of the third user plane gate-
way.
[0027] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the
control plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway
used after the user equipment is moved to a current lo-
cation area, the control plane gateway is different from
a serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving mo-
bility management network element used after the user
equipment is moved to the current location area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive routing
information of the source user plane gateway sent by the
mobility management network element;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a first

request sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment, where the first request carries routing information
of the target base station of the user equipment; and
the control plane gateway further includes a sending unit,
and the tunnel establishment unit is specifically config-
ured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway by
using the sending unit, where the second request is used
to request the first user plane gateway to establish the
data forwarding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the first user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, and the second request car-
ries the routing information of the target base station and
the routing information of the source user plane gateway.
[0028] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway includes a second user plane gate-
way and a third user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used after
the user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is different from a serving con-
trol plane gateway used before the user equipment is
moved to the current location area, and the mobility man-
agement network element is a serving mobility manage-
ment network element used after the user equipment is
moved to the current location area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive routing
information of the source user plane gateway sent by the
mobility management network element;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a first
request sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment, where the first request carries routing information
of the target base station of the user equipment; and
the control plane gateway further includes a sending unit,
and the tunnel establishment unit is specifically config-
ured to:
send a second request to the second user plane gateway
by using the sending unit, and send a third request to the
third user plane gateway by using the sending unit, where
the second request is used to request the second user
plane gateway to establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the second user plane gateway and the target base
station, and a data forwarding tunnel between the second
user plane gateway and the third user plane gateway,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the third
user plane gateway, the third request is used to request
the third user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the third user plane gateway and
the second user plane gateway, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, and the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and the routing information of the source user plane gate-
way.
[0029] In a possible design, the tunnel establishment
unit is further configured to send a create session request
to a target user plane gateway, where the create session
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request is used to create, on the target user plane gate-
way for the user equipment, a bearer context for user
plane data transmission, each created bearer context in-
cludes routing information of the target user plane gate-
way, and the target user plane gateway is a serving user
plane gateway corresponding to the current location area
of the user equipment.
[0030] In a possible design, the tunnel establishment
unit is further configured to send the routing information
of the target user plane gateway to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0031] In a possible design, the tunnel establishment
unit is further configured to send the routing information
of the first user plane gateway to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0032] In a possible design, the first user plane gate-
way is further a serving user plane gateway selected by
the control plane gateway for the user equipment accord-
ing to the current location information of the user equip-
ment.
[0033] In a possible design, the tunnel establishment
unit is further configured to send the routing information
of the second user plane gateway to the target base sta-
tion via the mobility management network element.
[0034] According to a fifth aspect, a mobility manage-
ment network element is proposed, and the mobility man-
agement network element includes: a receiving unit, con-
figured to receive a forwarding relocation request sent
by a source mobility management network element serv-
ing a user equipment, where the forwarding relocation
request carries current location information of the user
equipment; a selection unit, configured to select a target
control plane gateway of the user equipment according
to the current location information of the user equipment;
and a sending unit, configured to send the current loca-
tion information of the user equipment to the target control
plane gateway, so that the target control plane gateway
determines a forwarding user plane gateway of the user
equipment according to the current location information
of the user equipment, where the sending unit is further
configured to send a data forwarding tunnel establish-
ment request to the target control plane gateway, where
the data forwarding tunnel establishment request is used
to request the target control plane gateway to establish,
for the user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and a source user
plane gateway serving the user equipment, and a data
forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user plane
gateway and a target base station serving the user equip-
ment.
[0035] In a possible design, the target control plane
gateway is different from a serving control plane gateway
used before the user equipment is moved to a current
location area, and the sending unit is further configured
to send a change notification message to the source mo-
bility management network element, where the change
notification message is used to indicate that a serving
control plane gateway of the user equipment changes to

the target control plane gateway.
[0036] In a possible design, the receiving unit is further
configured to receive an acknowledgment message sent
by the source mobility management network element ac-
cording to the change notification message, where the
acknowledgment message carries routing information of
the source user plane gateway of the user equipment.
[0037] According to a sixth aspect, a control plane
gateway is proposed, and the control plane gateway in-
cludes: the control plane gateway receives current loca-
tion information of a user equipment sent by a mobility
management network element; the control plane gate-
way selects a target user plane gateway for the user
equipment according to the current location information
of the user equipment; and the control plane gateway
sends a request message to the mobility management
network element, where the request message is used to
request the mobility management network element to re-
lease a first bearer context and indicate to the user equip-
ment to send a setup request for a second bearer context,
the first bearer context is a bearer context of the user
equipment that is established on a source user plane
gateway of the user equipment, and the second bearer
context is a bearer context that is re-established by the
user equipment on the target user plane gateway accord-
ing to the first bearer context.
[0038] In a possible design, the request message is a
delete bearer request message, the delete bearer re-
quest message carries a reactivation request indication,
and the reactivation request indication is used to indicate,
by using the mobility management network element, to
the user equipment to initiate the re-setup request for the
bearer context after the bearer context is deleted.
[0039] According to a seventh aspect, a control plane
gateway is proposed, including a memory, a processor,
a receiver, and a transmitter, where
the memory is configured to: store a program, and pro-
vide data and an instruction for the processor; and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory, and is specifically configured to
perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, current location in-
formation of a user equipment sent by a mobility
management network element;
selecting at least one forwarding user plane gateway
for the user equipment according to the current lo-
cation information of the user equipment; and
establishing, for the user equipment, a data forward-
ing tunnel between a source user plane gateway
serving the user equipment and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the forwarding user plane gateway and a tar-
get base station serving the user equipment, where
the data forwarding tunnels are used to transmit up-
link user plane data and/or downlink user plane data
of the user equipment in a moving process of the
user equipment.
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[0040] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the
control plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway
used after the user equipment is moved to a current lo-
cation area, the control plane gateway is the same as a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving mo-
bility management network element used after the user
equipment is moved to the current location area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, a first request sent by the mobility manage-
ment network element, where the first request carries
routing information of the target base station; and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter for
the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel between
the source user plane gateway and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and/or the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the forwarding user plane gateway and the target
base station, the processor is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway by
using the transmitter, and send a third request to the
source user plane gateway by using the transmitter,
where the second request is used to request the first user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the first user plane gateway and the target base
station, and the data forwarding tunnel between the first
user plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the source
user plane gateway, the third request is used to request
the source user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the source user plane gateway
and the first user plane gateway, and the third request
carries routing information of the first user plane gateway.
[0041] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway includes a first user plane gateway
and a second user plane gateway, the control plane gate-
way is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area, the
control plane gateway is the same as a serving control
plane gateway used before the user equipment is moved
to the current location area, and the mobility manage-
ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the user equipment is moved
to the current location area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, a first request sent by the mobility manage-
ment network element, where the first request carries
routing information of the target base station; and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter for
the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel between
the source user plane gateway and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and the data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and the target base
station, the processor is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane gateway
by using the transmitter, send a third request to the third

user plane gateway by using the transmitter, and send a
fourth request to the source user plane gateway by using
the transmitter, where the second request is used to re-
quest the second user plane gateway to establish a data
forwarding tunnel between the second user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the second user plane gateway and the
third user plane gateway, the second request carries the
routing information of the target base station and routing
information of the third user plane gateway, the third re-
quest is used to request the third user plane gateway to
establish the data forwarding tunnel between the third
user plane gateway and the second user plane gateway,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the third user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway, the third
request carries routing information of the second user
plane gateway and routing information of the source user
plane gateway, the fourth request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data forward-
ing tunnel between the source user plane gateway and
the third user plane gateway, and the fourth request car-
ries the routing information of the third user plane gate-
way.
[0042] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway is a first user plane gateway, the
control plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway
used after the user equipment is moved to a current lo-
cation area, the control plane gateway is different from
a serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving mo-
bility management network element used after the user
equipment is moved to the current location area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, routing information of the source user plane
gateway sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, a first request sent by the mobility manage-
ment network element, where the first request carries
routing information of the target base station; and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter for
the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel between
the source user plane gateway and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and the data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and the target base
station, the processor is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway by
using the transmitter, where the second request is used
to request the first user plane gateway to establish the
data forwarding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the first user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, and the second request car-
ries the routing information of the target base station and
the routing information of the source user plane gateway.
[0043] In a possible design, the at least one forwarding
user plane gateway includes a first user plane gateway
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and a second user plane gateway, the control plane gate-
way is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area, the
control plane gateway is different from a serving control
plane gateway used before the user equipment is moved
to the current location area, and the mobility manage-
ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the user equipment is moved
to the current location area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, routing information of the source user plane
gateway sent by the mobility management network ele-
ment;
the processor is further configured to receive, by using
the receiver, a first request sent by the mobility manage-
ment network element, where the first request carries
routing information of the target base station; and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter for
the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel between
the source user plane gateway and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and the data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and the target base
station, the processor is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane gateway
by using the transmitter, and send a third request to the
third user plane gateway by using the transmitter, where
the second request is used to request the second user
plane gateway to establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the second user plane gateway and the target base
station, and a data forwarding tunnel between the second
user plane gateway and the third user plane gateway,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the third
user plane gateway, the third request is used to request
the third user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the third user plane gateway and
the second user plane gateway, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, and the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and routing information of the source user plane gateway.
[0044] In a possible design, the processor is further
configured to send a create session request to the target
user plane gateway by using the transmitter, where the
create session request is used to create, on the target
user plane gateway for the user equipment, a bearer con-
text for user plane data transmission, each created bear-
er context includes routing information of the target user
plane gateway, and the target user plane gateway is a
serving user plane gateway corresponding to the current
location area of the user equipment.
[0045] In a possible design, the processor is further
configured to send the routing information of the target
user plane gateway to the target base station via the mo-
bility management network element.
[0046] In a possible design, the processor is further
configured to send the routing information of the first user
plane gateway to the target base station via the mobility

management network element.
[0047] In a possible design, the first user plane gate-
way is a serving user plane gateway selected by the con-
trol plane gateway for the user equipment according to
the current location information of the user equipment.
[0048] In a possible design, the processor is further
configured to send the routing information of the second
user plane gateway to the target base station via the mo-
bility management network element.
[0049] According to an eighth aspect, a mobility man-
agement network element is proposed, including a mem-
ory, a processor, a receiver, and a transmitter, where
the memory is configured to: store a program, and pro-
vide data and an instruction for the processor; and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory, and is specifically configured to
perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, a forwarding relo-
cation request sent by a source mobility manage-
ment network element serving a user equipment,
where the forwarding relocation request carries cur-
rent location information of the user equipment;
selecting a target control plane gateway of the user
equipment according to the current location informa-
tion of the user equipment;
sending the current location information of the user
equipment to the target control plane gateway by
using the transmitter, so that the target control plane
gateway determines a forwarding user plane gate-
way of the user equipment according to the current
location information of the user equipment; and
sending a data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest to the target control plane gateway by using
the transmitter, where the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request is used to request the target con-
trol plane gateway to establish, for the user equip-
ment, a data forwarding tunnel between the forward-
ing user plane gateway and a source user plane
gateway serving the user equipment, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding user plane
gateway and a target base station serving the user
equipment.

[0050] In a possible design, the target control plane
gateway is different from a serving control plane gateway
used before the user equipment is moved to a current
location area; and
the processor is further configured to send a change no-
tification message to the source mobility management
network element by using the transmitter, where the
change notification message is used to indicate that a
serving control plane gateway of the user equipment
changes to the target control plane gateway.
[0051] In a possible design, the processor is further
configured to receive, by using the receiver, an acknowl-
edgment message sent by the source mobility manage-
ment network element according to the change notifica-
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tion message, where the acknowledgment message car-
ries routing information of the source user plane gateway
of the user equipment.
[0052] According to a ninth aspect, a control plane
gateway is proposed, including a memory, a processor,
a receiver, and a transmitter, where
the memory is configured to: store a program, and pro-
vide data and an instruction for the processor; and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory and is specifically configured to
perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, current location in-
formation of a user equipment sent by a mobility
management network element;
selecting a target user plane gateway for the user
equipment according to the current location informa-
tion of the user equipment; and
sending a request message to the mobility manage-
ment network element by using the transmitter,
where the request message is used to request the
mobility management network element to release a
first bearer context and indicate to the user equip-
ment to send a setup request for a second bearer
context, the first bearer context is a bearer context
of the user equipment that is established on a source
user plane gateway of the user equipment, and the
second bearer context is a bearer context that is re-
established by the user equipment on the target user
plane gateway according to the first bearer context.

[0053] In a possible design, the request message is a
delete bearer request message, the delete bearer re-
quest message carries a reactivation request indication,
and the reactivation request indication is used to indicate,
by using the mobility management network element, to
the user equipment to initiate the setup request for the
second bearer context after the first bearer context is
deleted.
[0054] According to the service continuity ensuring
method, the control plane gateway, and the mobility man-
agement network element in the embodiments of the
present invention, the control plane gateway selects the
forwarding U-GW for UE, and establishes, for the UE,
the data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the source U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE, so as to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and improve user service ex-
perience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0055] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention more clearly, the fol-
lowing briefly describes the accompanying drawings re-
quired for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following

description show merely some embodiments of the
present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in the art
may still derive other drawings from these accompanying
drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of two distributed gate-
way network architectures according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a service continuity ensuring
method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is an interaction flowchart of ensuring service
continuity according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4 is another interaction flowchart of ensuring
service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is still another interaction flowchart of ensuring
service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are still another interaction flow-
chart of ensuring service continuity according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is still another interaction flowchart of ensuring
service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is still another interaction flowchart of ensuring
service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is another flowchart of a service continuity
ensuring method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 10 is still another flowchart of a service conti-
nuity ensuring method according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is still another interaction flowchart of ensur-
ing service continuity according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of a control
plane gateway according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 13 is another schematic structural diagram of
a control plane gateway according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of a mo-
bility management network element according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is still another schematic structural diagram
of a control plane gateway according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is still another schematic structural diagram
of a control plane gateway according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 17 is another schematic structural diagram of
a mobility management network element according
to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 18 is still another schematic structural diagram
of a control plane gateway according to an embod-
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iment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0056] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are some but not all of the
embodiments of the present invention. All other embod-
iments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art
based on the embodiments of the present invention with-
out creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention.
[0057] The technical solutions of the present invention
may be applied to various communications systems,
such as a Global system for mobile communications
(GSM, Global System of Mobile communication), a Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA, Code Division Multiple
Access) system, a Wideband Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (WCDMA, Wideband Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess Wireless), a general packet radio service (GPRS,
General Packet Radio Service), Long Term Evolution
(LTE, Long Term Evolution), and a 5G network.
[0058] In the embodiments of the present invention,
user equipment UE (User Equipment) may also be re-
ferred to as a mobile terminal (Mobile Terminal), and may
be any one of the following types. The user equipment
may be static, mobile, portable, pocket-sized, handheld,
computer built-in, or in-vehicle. The user equipment may
include but is not limited to a station (Station), a mobile
station (Mobile Station), a subscriber unit (Subscriber
Unit), a personal computer (Personal Computer), a lap-
top computer (Laptop Computer), a tablet computer
(Tablet Computer), a netbook (Netbook), a cellular phone
(Cellular Phone), a handheld device (Handheld), a cord-
less phone (Cordless Phone), a personal digital assistant
(PDA, Personal Digital Assistant), a data card (Data
Card), a USB plug-in device, a mobile WiFi hotspot de-
vice (MiFi Devices), wearable devices (Wearable Devic-
es) such as a smartwatch/smart glasses, a wireless mo-
dem (Modem), a wireless router, and a wireless local
loop (WLL, Wireless Local Loop) station. The user equip-
ment may be distributed in an entire wireless network,
and communicate with one or more core networks by
using a wireless access network.
[0059] A base station may be a base transceiver sta-
tion (BTS, Base Transceiver Station) in the GSM or the
CDMA, may be a NodeB (NodeB) in the WCDMA, or may
be an evolved NodeB (eNB or e-NodeB, evolutional Node
B) in the LTE. This is not limited in the present invention.
However, for ease of description, description is provided
by using the eNB as an example in the following embod-
iments.
[0060] A control plane gateway (Control plane gate-
way, C-GW) may have two forms: (1) a single network
element obtained after a control plane function of a serv-
ing gateway (Serving Gateway, S-GW) and a control

plane function of a packet data network gateway (Packet
Data Network Gateway, P-GW) in an existing 3GPP EPS
network are integrated, and (2) two independent network
elements that separately implement a control plane func-
tion of an existing S-GW (Control Plane S-GW) and a
control plane function of an existing P-GW (Control Plane
P-GW). This is not limited in the present invention.
[0061] Corresponding to the two forms of the C-GW,
a user plane gateway (User plane gateway, U-GW) may
also have two forms: (1) a single network element ob-
tained after a user plane function of the serving gateway
(Serving Gateway, S-GW) and a user plane function of
the packet data network gateway (Packet Data Network
Gateway, P-GW) in the existing 3GPP EPS network are
integrated, and (2) two independent network elements
that separately implement a user plane function of the
existing S-GW (User Plane S-GW) and a user plane func-
tion of the existing P-GW (User Plane P-GW). This is not
limited in the present invention. In consideration of a fea-
ture that the U-GW can be deployed in a distributed man-
ner, the U-GW may also be referred to as a distributed
gateway (Distributed Gateway, D-GW).
[0062] Multiple U-GWs in a same service area may
form one U-GW resource pool. U-GWs in one U-GW re-
source pool can directly communicate with each other.
One default U-GW may be configured in each U-GW re-
source pool, to implement communication with a U-GW
in another U-GW resource pool.
[0063] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of two DGW net-
work architectures according to an embodiment of the
present invention. A DGW architecture 1 is above a
dashed line, and a DGW architecture 2 is beneath the
dashed line.
[0064] In the DGW architecture 1, all control plane
functions of an S-GW and a P-GW in an existing EPS
network architecture are integrated into a C-GW, and all
user plane functions of the S-GW and the P-GW in the
existing EPS network architecture are integrated into a
U-GW. A new interface is introduced between the two
network elements: the C-GW and the U-GW, such as an
S18 interface, to implement communication between the
C-GW and the U-GW. In the network architecture, an-
other network element and interface may reuse the ex-
isting EPS network architecture. The newly added S18
interface may reuse an interface protocol between the
S-GW and the P-GW, such as the GTP, or another inter-
face protocol, or a newly defined protocol. This is not
limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0065] In the DGW architecture 2, the S-GW and the
P-GW in the existing EPS network architecture are sep-
arately split into an independent control plane functional
network element and an independent user plane func-
tional element (an S-GW-C and an S-GW-U, and a P-
GW-C and a P-GW-U). The S-GW-C and the P-GW-C
may be collectively referred to as a C-GW, and the S-
GW-U and the P-GW-U may be collectively referred to
as a U-GW. An existing interface between the S-GW and
the P-GW is also split into a control plane interface and
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a user plane interface, such as an S5-C interface and an
S5-U interface in the DGW architecture 2. A new interface
is introduced between the two network elements: the S-
GW-C and the S-GW-U, such as an S18 interface, to
implement communication between the S-GW-C and the
S-GW-U. A new interface is introduced between the two
network elements: the P-GW-C and the P-GW-U, such
as an S19 interface, to implement communication be-
tween the P-GW-C and the P-GW-U. In the network ar-
chitecture, another network element and interface may
reuse the existing EPS network architecture. The newly
added S18 and S19 interface may reuse an interface
protocol between the S-GW and the P-GW, such as the
GTP, or another interface protocol, or a newly defined
protocol. This is not limited in this embodiment of the
present invention.
[0066] A method and an apparatus in the embodiments
of the present invention may be applied to a communi-
cations system shown in the DGW architecture 1 or the
DGW architecture 2 in FIG. 1. For ease of description,
the communications system shown in the DGW architec-
ture 1 is used as an example in the embodiments of the
present invention. For the communications system
shown in the DGW architecture 2, in this embodiment of
the present invention, the C-GW is equivalent to an inte-
grated network element of the S-GW-C and the P-GW-
C in the DGW architecture 2, and the U-GW is equivalent
to an integrated network element of the S-GW-U and the
P-GW-U in the DGW architecture 2.
[0067] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a service continuity en-
suring method according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The method in FIG. 2 is performed by
a control plane gateway. The method includes the fol-
lowing steps.
[0068] 201. The C-GW receives current location infor-
mation of a UE sent by a mobility management network
element.
[0069] This embodiment of the present invention is ap-
plicable to any one of the following application scenarios:

(1) During user plane data transmission, the con-
nected-mode UE is moved, and a location area after
the movement falls beyond a service range of a
source base station; and after sensing that the UE
is moved out of the service range of the source base
station, the source base station determines to initiate
a connected-mode user plane data service switch-
over procedure. The source base station is a serving
base station used before the UE is moved to the
current location area.
(2) When uplink user plane data needs to be trans-
mitted, the idle-mode UE is moved out of a current
registered location area, such as a current registered
tracking area (Tracking Area, TA), and the UE initi-
ates a location update procedure, such as a tracking
area update (Tracking Area Update, TAU) proce-
dure.
(3) When uplink user plane data needs to be trans-

mitted, the idle-mode UE is moved out of a service
area of a current serving base station but is not
moved out of a current registered location area, such
as a current registered tracking area (Tracking Area,
TA), and the UE initiates a service request (Service
Request) procedure.

[0070] In the application scenario (1), after receiving a
user plane data switchover request sent by the source
base station, the mobility management network element
may send a service switchover notification to the serving
C-GW of the UE. It should be understood that the mobility
management network element may be an MME or an-
other network element that has a mobility management
function of an MME. In specific application, the mobility
management network element may send the service
switchover notification by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the serv-
ice switchover notification by using a newly created mes-
sage. A specific message used for sending the service
switchover notification is not limited in the present inven-
tion.
[0071] In the application scenario (2), after receiving a
location update request sent by the UE, or successfully
creating a radio access bearer context for the UE, the
mobility management network element may send a re-
quest message to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should
be understood that the mobility management network el-
ement may be an MME or another network element that
has a mobility management function of an MME. In spe-
cific application, the mobility management network ele-
ment may send the request message by using an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or
the mobility management network element may send the
request message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0072] In the application scenario (3), after receiving a
service request sent by the UE, or successfully creating
a radio access bearer context for the UE, the mobility
management network element may send a request mes-
sage to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should be under-
stood that the mobility management network element
may be an MME or another network element that has a
mobility management function of an MME. In specific ap-
plication, the mobility management network element may
send the request message by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
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bility management network element may send the re-
quest message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0073] The current location information of the UE in-
cludes a tracking area identity (Tracking Area Identity,
TAI) corresponding to the current location area of the UE,
serving base station information corresponding to the
current location area of the UE, and/or the like. The cor-
responding TAI used when the UE is moved to the current
location area is a target TAI of the UE. The corresponding
serving base station information used after the UE is
moved to the current location area is target base station
information of the UE. The target base station information
may be a target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target
cell identifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. It may be un-
derstood that the current location area of the UE is also
referred to as a target location area of the UE, that is, a
location area of the UE after the UE is moved out of the
service range of the source serving base station. Simi-
larly, the current location information of the UE is also
referred to as target location information of the UE.
[0074] 202. The C-GW selects at least one forwarding
U-GW for the UE according to the current location infor-
mation of the UE.
[0075] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
current location area of the UE falls beyond a service
range of a current serving U-GW of the UE, and the C-
GW needs to select an appropriate forwarding U-GW for
the UE according to the current location area of the UE.
[0076] 203. The C-GW establishes, for the UE, a data
forwarding tunnel between a source U-GW serving the
UE and the forwarding U-GW, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the forwarding U-GW and a target base sta-
tion serving the UE.
[0077] The data forwarding tunnels are used to trans-
mit uplink user plane data and/or downlink user plane
data of the UE in a moving process of the UE.
[0078] It should be understood that the moving process
of the UE includes procedures occurring in the foregoing
three application scenarios, specifically including: the
service switchover procedure in the application scenario
(1), the location update procedure in the application sce-
nario (2), and the service request procedure in the appli-
cation scenario (3).
[0079] It should be understood that the target base sta-
tion of the UE is a base station that provides an access
service for the UE after the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0080] It should be understood that the data forwarding
tunnels are implemented by creating a user plane bearer
context between the source U-GW serving the UE and
the forwarding U-GW, and a user plane bearer context
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE. The user plane bearer contexts include
routing information required for forwarding user plane da-
ta. Specifically, a user plane bearer context created on
the source U-GW includes routing information of the for-

warding U-GW and routing information of the source
base station serving the UE, a user plane bearer context
created on the forwarding U-GW includes routing infor-
mation of the source U-GW and routing information of
the target base station, and a user plane bearer context
created on the target base station includes the routing
information of the forwarding U-GW. Further, the routing
information may include an address (typically, an Internet
Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) address) and tunnel end-
point information (typically, if a GPRS tunneling protocol
(GPRS Tunnelling Protocol, GTP) is used, the tunnel
endpoint information is a GTP tunnel endpoint identifier
(Tunnel Endpoint Identifier, TEID)).
[0081] It should be understood that the forwarding U-
GW is the at least one forwarding U-GW mentioned in
step 202. The data forwarding tunnels that are estab-
lished by the C-GW for the UE between the source U-
GW serving the UE and the forwarding U-GW, and be-
tween the forwarding U-GW and the target base station
of the UE are a communication path established by the
C-GW between the source U-GW, the at least one for-
warding U-GW, and the target base station, so as to es-
tablish a data forwarding tunnel between the two network
elements from the source C-GW to the target base sta-
tion.
[0082] For example, when the at least one forwarding
U-GW includes only one U-GW: a U-GW 1, an estab-
lished data forwarding tunnel path is: the source U-GW
→ the U-GW 1 → the target base station. When the at
least one forwarding U-GW includes two U-GWs: a U-
GW 1 and a U-GW 2, where the U-GW 1 can communi-
cate with the source U-GW, and the U-GW 2 can com-
municate with the target base station, an established data
forwarding tunnel path is: the source U-GW → the U-GW
1 → the U-GW 2 → the target base station. When the at
least one forwarding U-GW includes three or more U-
GWs that include a U-GW 1 that can communicate with
the source U-GW, and a U-GW 2 that can communicate
with the target base station, an established data forward-
ing tunnel path is: the source U-GW → the U-GW 1 → ...
→ the U-GW 2 → the target base station. Data forwarding
tunnels indicated by the U-GW 1 → ... → the U-GW 2
are data forwarding tunnels between the at least one for-
warding U-GW.
[0083] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
C-GW determines the appropriate forwarding U-GW for
the UE according to the current location information after
the movement, and establishes the data forwarding tun-
nel between the forwarding U-GW and the source U-GW,
and the data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding
U-GW and the target base station of the UE, so as to
ensure service continuity in a moving process of the UE,
and improve user service experience.
[0084] Optionally, in an embodiment, the at least one
forwarding U-GW includes only one U-GW: a first U-GW,
the C-GW is a serving C-GW used after the UE is moved
to the current location area, the C-GW is the same as a
serving C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current
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location area, and the mobility management network el-
ement is a serving mobility management network ele-
ment used after the UE is moved to the current location
area. In this case, step 203 is specifically implemented
as follows:

receiving, by the C-GW, a first request sent by the
mobility management network element, where the
first request carries routing information of the target
base station of the UE;
sending, by the C-GW, a second request to the first
U-GW, where the second request is used to request
the first U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the first U-GW and the target base station,
and the data forwarding tunnel between the first U-
GW and the source U-GW, and the second request
carries the routing information of the target base sta-
tion and routing information of the source U-GW; and
sending, by the C-GW, a third request to the source
U-GW, where the third request is used to request
the source U-GW to establish the data forwarding
tunnel between the source U-GW and the first U-
GW, and the third request carries routing information
of the first U-GW.

[0085] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is the same as the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW does not change in the moving process
of the UE. It should be understood that this embodiment
is applicable to a scenario in which the serving mobility
management network element changes in the moving
process of the UE or a scenario in which the serving
mobility management network element does not change
in the moving process of the UE, that is, the mobility man-
agement network element may be the same as or differ-
ent from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0086] Certainly, it should be understood that the C-
GW further receives a second response sent by the first
U-GW according to the second request, and a third re-
sponse sent by the source U-GW according to the third
request. The second response is used to acknowledge
that the first U-GW allows establishment of the data for-
warding tunnel between the first U-GW and the target
base station, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
first U-GW and the source U-GW. Optionally, the second
response may carry the routing information of the first U-
GW, such as an IP address and TEID information, and
the third response is used to acknowledge that the source
U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding tunnel
between the source U-GW and the first U-GW. After re-
ceiving the second response and the third response, the
C-GW may send a first response of the first request to
the mobility management network element.
[0087] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create

indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention.
[0088] In addition, it should be understood that physical
implementation of a tunnel is a bearer context, and the
bearer context includes routing information of a peer end
of the tunnel. A control plane gateway needs to sepa-
rately send requests to two user plane gateways, to sep-
arately create bearer contexts, and the bearer contexts
include routing information of a peer end. In this way, a
tunnel is established between the two user plane gate-
ways.
[0089] Optionally, in another embodiment, the at least
one forwarding U-GW includes a second U-GW and a
third U-GW, the C-GW is a serving C-GW used after the
UE is moved to the current location area, the C-GW is
the same as a serving C-GW used before the UE is
moved to the current location area, the mobility manage-
ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the UE is moved to the cur-
rent location area, and the mobility management network
element is the same as or different from a serving mobility
management network element used before the UE is
moved to the current location area. In this case, step 203
is specifically implemented as follows:

receiving, by the C-GW, a first request sent by the
mobility management network element, where the
first request carries routing information of the target
base station of the UE;
sending, by the C-GW, a second request to the sec-
ond U-GW, where the second request is used to re-
quest the second U-GW to establish a data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the target
base station, and a data forwarding tunnel between
the second U-GW and the third U-GW, and the sec-
ond request carries the routing information of the tar-
get base station and routing information of the third
U-GW;
sending, by the C-GW, a third request to the third U-
GW, where the third request is used to request the
third U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the second U-GW, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the source U-GW, and the third request carries
routing information of the second U-GW and routing
information of the source U-GW; and
sending, by the C-GW, a fourth request to the source
U-GW, where the fourth request is used to request
the source U-GW to establish the data forwarding
tunnel between the source U-GW and the third U-
GW, and the fourth request carries the routing infor-
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mation of the third U-GW.

[0090] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is the same as the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW does not change in the moving process
of the UE. It should be understood that this embodiment
is applicable to a scenario in which the serving mobility
management network element changes in the moving
process of the UE or a scenario in which the serving
mobility management network element does not change
in the moving process of the UE, that is, the mobility man-
agement network element may be the same as or differ-
ent from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0091] Similarly, the C-GW further receives a second
response sent by the second U-GW according to the sec-
ond request, a third response sent by the third U-GW
according to the third request, and a fourth response sent
by the source U-GW according to the fourth request. The
second response is used to acknowledge that the second
U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding tunnel
between the second U-GW and the target base station,
and the data forwarding tunnel between the second U-
GW and the third U-GW. Optionally, the second response
may carry the routing information of the second U-GW,
such as an IP address and TEID information. The third
response is used to acknowledge that the third U-GW
allows establishment of the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the third U-GW and the second U-GW, and the
data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW and the
source U-GW. Optionally, the third response may carry
the routing information of the third U-GW, such as an IP
address and TEID information. The fourth response is
used to acknowledge that the source U-GW allows es-
tablishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the
source U-GW and the third U-GW. After receiving the
second response, the third response, and the fourth re-
sponse, the C-GW may send a first response of the first
request to the mobility management network element.
[0092] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, the third request, or the fourth request in
this embodiment may be sent by using an existing mes-
sage such as a create indirect data forwarding tunnel
request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel Re-
quest), or a newly defined message. This is not limited
in the present invention. Further, the first response, the
second response, the third response, or the fourth re-
sponse in this embodiment may be sent by using an ex-
isting message such as a create indirect data forwarding
tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tun-
nel Response), or a newly defined message. This is not
limited in the present invention.
[0093] The at least one forwarding U-GW determined
by the C-GW may be three or more forwarding U-GWs.
The C-GW sends a data forwarding tunnel establishment
request to each forwarding U-GW, to establish data for-
warding tunnels between the source U-GW, the at least

one forwarding U-GW, and the target base station. For
example, the at least one forwarding U-GW includes a
U-GW 1, a U-GW 2, and a U-GW 3. The U-GW 1 can
communicate with the source U-GW, the U-GW 3 can
communicate with a target U-GW, and an established
forwarding tunnel path is: the source U-GW → the U-GW
1 → the U-GW 2 → the U-GW 3 → the target U-GW.
[0094] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the C-
GW further receives routing information of the source U-
GW of the UE that is sent by the mobility management
network element. The at least one forwarding U-GW in-
cludes only one U-GW: a first U-GW, the C-GW is a serv-
ing C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current lo-
cation area, the C-GW is different from a serving C-GW
used before the UE is moved to the current location area,
the mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after the UE
is moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is the same as or different
from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
In this case, step 203 is specifically implemented as fol-
lows:

receiving, by the C-GW, a first request sent by the
mobility management network element, where the
first request carries routing information of the target
base station of the UE; and
sending, by the C-GW, a second request to the first
U-GW, where the second request is used to request
the first U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the first U-GW and the target base station,
and the data forwarding tunnel between the first U-
GW and the source U-GW, and the second request
carries the routing information of the target base sta-
tion and the routing information of the source U-GW.

[0095] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is different from the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW changes in the moving process of the UE.
It should be understood that this embodiment is applica-
ble to a scenario in which the serving mobility manage-
ment network element changes in the moving process
of the UE or a scenario in which the serving mobility man-
agement network element does not change in the moving
process of the UE, that is, the mobility management net-
work element may be the same as or different from a
serving mobility management network element used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0096] Similarly, the C-GW further receives a second
response sent by the first U-GW according to the second
request. The second response is used to acknowledge
that the first U-GW allows establishment of the data for-
warding tunnel between the first U-GW and the target
base station, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
first U-GW and the source U-GW. Optionally, the second
response may carry routing information of the first U-GW,
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such as an IP address and TEID information. After re-
ceiving the second response, the C-GW may send a first
response of the first request to the mobility management
network element.
[0097] Certainly, it should be understood that in this
embodiment of the present invention, because the serv-
ing C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes in the
moving process of the UE, step 203 in this embodiment
is specifically performed by a target C-GW, that is, the
serving C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. Further, the target C-GW should further
indicate to a source C-GW via the mobility management
network element, to send a data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request to the source U-GW; and send the
routing information of the first U-GW to the source U-GW.
The source C-GW is a serving C-GW used before the
UE is moved to the current location area, and the source
U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE is moved
to the current location area.
[0098] It should be noted that the first request or the
second request in this embodiment may be sent by using
an existing message such as a create indirect data for-
warding tunnel request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Request), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention. Further, the first re-
sponse or the second response in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel response (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Response), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention.
[0099] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the C-
GW further receives routing information of the source U-
GW of the UE that is sent by the mobility management
network element. The at least one forwarding U-GW in-
cludes a second U-GW and a third U-GW, the C-GW is
a serving C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area, the C-GW is different from a serving C-GW
used before the UE is moved to the current location area,
the mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after the UE
is moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is the same as or different
from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
In this case, step 203 is specifically implemented as fol-
lows:

receiving, by the C-GW, a first request sent by the
mobility management network element, where the
first request carries routing information of the target
base station of the UE;
sending, by the C-GW, a second request to the sec-
ond U-GW, where the second request is used to re-
quest the second U-GW to establish a data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the target
base station, and a data forwarding tunnel between
the second U-GW and the third U-GW, and the sec-
ond request carries the routing information of the tar-

get base station and routing information of the third
U-GW; and
sending, by the C-GW, a third request to the third U-
GW, where the third request is used to request the
third U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the second U-GW, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the source U-GW, and the third request carries
routing information of the second U-GW and the rout-
ing information of the source U-GW.

[0100] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is different from the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW changes in the moving process of the UE.
It should be understood that this embodiment is applica-
ble to a scenario in which the serving mobility manage-
ment network element changes in the moving process
of the UE or a scenario in which the serving mobility man-
agement network element does not change in the moving
process of the UE, that is, the mobility management net-
work element may be the same as or different from a
serving mobility management network element used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0101] Similarly, the C-GW further receives a second
response sent by the second U-GW according to the sec-
ond request, and a third response sent by the third U-
GW according to the third request. The second response
is used to acknowledge that the second U-GW allows
establishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the
second U-GW and the target base station, and the data
forwarding tunnel between the second U-GW and the
third U-GW. Optionally, the second response may carry
the routing information of the second U-GW, such as an
IP address and TEID information. The third response is
used to acknowledge that the third U-GW allows estab-
lishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the third
U-GW and the second U-GW, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the third U-GW and the source U-GW.
Optionally, the third response may carry the routing in-
formation of the third U-GW, such as an IP address and
TEID information. After receiving the second response
and the third response, the C-GW may send a first re-
sponse of the first request to the mobility management
network element.
[0102] Certainly, it should be understood that in this
embodiment of the present invention, because the serv-
ing C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes in the
moving process of the UE, step 203 in this embodiment
is specifically performed by a target C-GW, that is, the
serving C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. Further, the target C-GW should further
indicate to a source C-GW via the mobility management
network element, to send a data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request to the source U-GW, and send the
routing information of the third U-GW to the source U-
GW. The source C-GW is a serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, and the
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source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE is
moved to the current location area.
[0103] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention.
[0104] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 2, when the at least one forwarding U-GW
is the first U-GW, the method further includes: sending,
by the C-GW, the routing information of the first U-GW
to the target base station via the mobility management
network element.
[0105] Alternatively, in the foregoing four specific em-
bodiments of FIG. 2, when the at least one forwarding
U-GW is the second U-GW and the third U-GW, the meth-
od further includes: sending, by the C-GW, the routing
information of the second U-GW to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0106] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 2, the method may further include: send-
ing, by the C-GW, a create session request to the target
U-GW, where the create session request is used to cre-
ate, on the target U-GW for the UE, a bearer context for
user plane data transmission, each created bearer con-
text includes routing information (such as an IP address
and TEID information) of the target U-GW, and the target
U-GW is a serving U-GW corresponding to the current
location area of the UE. It may be understood that the
target U-GW is generally a serving U-GW that provides
an optimal data transmission path for the UE in the cur-
rent location area. Further, the C-GW sends the routing
information of the target U-GW to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0107] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 2, when the at least one forwarding U-GW
is the first U-GW, the first U-GW may be further a serving
U-GW selected by the C-GW for the UE according to the
current location information of the UE. That is, the first
U-GW is a target U-GW. In this case, the target D-GW
can directly communicate with the source D-GW, that is,
the target U-GW also plays a role of the forwarding U-
GW. It may be understood that, when the target U-GW
cannot directly communicate with the source D-GW, the
forwarding U-GW selected by the C-GW is different from
the target U-GW.
[0108] The following further describes the method in
the embodiments of the present invention with reference
to specific embodiments. For ease of description, an
MME is used as a mobility management network element
in the following embodiment. Certainly, in specific appli-

cation, the mobility management network element may
be alternatively another device that has a mobility man-
agement network element function. This is not limited in
this embodiment of the present invention.
[0109] FIG. 3 is an interaction flowchart of ensuring
service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In FIG. 3, a source base station is a
serving base station used before UE is moved to a current
location area. A target base station is a serving base
station used after the UE is moved to the current location
area. A serving MME and a serving C-GW of the UE
remain unchanged before and after movement of the UE.
A source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE
is moved to the current location area. A target U-GW is
a U-GW used after the UE is moved to the current location
area. A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW that is used after
the UE is moved to the current location area and used
for data service switchover. Before the service switcho-
ver, an uplink/downlink user plane data transmission path
is: the UE ↔ the source base station ↔ the source U-
GW, that is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed
line LI a and a dashed line L2a in FIG. 3.
[0110] A specific service switchover procedure in this
embodiment of the present invention is as follows:
S301. The source base station initiates a user plane data
switchover procedure of the connected-mode UE.
[0111] When the source base station of the UE senses
that the UE is moved out of a service range of the source
base station, and the UE is performing a user plane data
service, the source base station may determine to initiate
a connected-mode user plane data service switchover
procedure.
[0112] S302. The source base station sends a service
switchover request message to the MME.
[0113] To be distinguished from a service switchover
request message in another step in this embodiment of
the present invention, the service switchover request
message sent by the source base station to the MME is
referred to as a service switchover request message 1.
[0114] The source base station sends the service
switchover request message 1 to the current serving
MME (that is, an MME in FIG. 3), and adds current loca-
tion information of the UE to the message. The current
location information of the UE includes a tracking area
identity (Tracking Area Identity, TAI) corresponding to
the current location area of the UE, serving base station
information corresponding to the current location area of
the UE, and/or the like. The corresponding TAI used
when the UE is moved to the current location area is a
target TAI of the UE. The corresponding serving base
station information used after the UE is moved to the
current location area is target base station information of
the UE. The target base station information may be a
target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target cell iden-
tifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. The current location
area of the UE is also referred to as a target location area
of the UE, that is, a location area of the UE after the UE
is moved out of the service range of the source serving
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base station. Similarly, the current location information
of the UE is also referred to as target location information
of the UE.
[0115] S303. The MME sends a service switchover no-
tification message to the C-GW.
[0116] After receiving the service switchover request
message 1, the serving MME of the UE learns that the
UE is moved out of the service range of the current base
station (the source base station), and then sends the
service switchover notification message to the current
serving C-GW. The service switchover notification mes-
sage carries the current location information of the UE.
The service switchover notification message is used to
notify the C-GW that the UE needs to be handed over to
a new target location area. The MME may reuse an ex-
isting message such as a create session request (Create
Session Request) message, a modify bearer request
(Modify Bearer Request) message, or a modify access
bearers request (Modify Access Bearers Request) mes-
sage, and add the current location information of the UE
to the message. Alternatively, the MME may define a
new message to send the service switchover notification
message. This is not limited in this embodiment of the
present invention.
[0117] S304. The C-GW determines the target U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW.
[0118] After receiving the service switchover notifica-
tion message sent by the MME, the C-GW may deter-
mine, according to the current location information of the
UE, whether a current serving U-GW (a source U-GW)
of the UE needs to be reallocated, that is, whether the
UE is moved out of a service range of the source U-GW.
It should be noted that because the C-GW stores, in real
time, service area information of each U-GW in a service
range of the C-GW, the C-GW may determine, according
to the current location information of the UE (such as a
target TAI or a target base station ID), whether the UE
is moved out the service range of the source U-GW.
[0119] If the UE is not moved out of the service range
of the source U-GW, data service switchover of the UE
may be implemented in the source U-GW. For specific
implementation, refer to a prior-art method for switching
a data service over by a U-GW or a P-GW. Details are
not described in this embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0120] If the C-GW determines that a serving U-GW of
the UE needs to be reallocated, the C-GW selects, ac-
cording to the current location information of the UE, an
appropriate target U-GW, to ensure that the target U-GW
can provide an optimal data transmission path in the cur-
rent location area for the UE, and to reduce a transmis-
sion RTT of user plane data as much as possible.
[0121] Further, the C-GW needs to check whether the
target U-GW can directly communicate with the source
U-GW. If the target U-GW can directly communicate with
the source U-GW, the target U-GW is a forwarding U-
GW, that is, sending performed to the forwarding U-GW
in all subsequent steps is sending performed to the target

U-GW. If the target U-GW cannot directly communicate
with the source U-GW, a U-GW that can directly commu-
nicate with the source U-GW is selected as a forwarding
U-GW according to the target location information of the
UE. Manners of determining the target U-GW and the
forwarding U-GW in FIG. 4 to FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are
similar to this manner.
[0122] It should be noted that to ensure service conti-
nuity in a special scenario, there may be more than one
forwarding U-GW. Typically, if the UE is moved to a
neighboring U-GW pool, the C-GW selects a default U-
GW in the neighboring U-GW pool as a forwarding U-
GW (which may be referred to as a target forwarding U-
GW) that communicates with the target U-GW. If the de-
fault U-GW cannot directly communicate with the source
U-GW either, further, the C-GW may select, as a forward-
ing U-GW (which may be referred as a source forwarding
U-GW) that communicates with the source U-GW, a de-
fault U-GW in a U-GW pool in which the source U-GW
is located, and two forwarding U-GWs are used to ensure
service continuity in the moving process of the UE.
[0123] S305. The C-GW returns a switchover notifica-
tion acknowledgment message to the MME.
[0124] The C-GW returns the switchover notification
acknowledgment message to the MME, and adds, to the
message, an address and tunnel endpoint information of
the forwarding U-GW selected by the C-GW.
[0125] For example, the address of the forwarding U-
GW may be an Internet Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP)
address of the forwarding U-GW. The tunnel endpoint
information of the forwarding U-GW may vary according
to protocols used between the MME and the C-GW. For
example, when the GTP is used between the MME and
the C-GW, the tunnel endpoint information of the forward-
ing U-GW may be a GTP tunnel endpoint identifier (Tun-
nel Endpoint Identifier, TEID).
[0126] In addition, if multiple forwarding U-GWs are
determined in step S304, for example, the source for-
warding U-GW and the target forwarding U-GW, the C-
GW may add, to the switchover notification acknowledg-
ment message, an address and tunnel endpoint informa-
tion of the target forwarding U-GW located in the target
location area of the UE. It should be noted that, when the
switchover notification acknowledgment message is re-
turned to the MME, an existing message may be reused,
such as a create session response (Create Session Re-
sponse) message, a modify bearer response (Modify
Bearer Response) message, or a modify access bearers
response (Modify Access Bearers Response) message,
or a new message may be defined. This is not limited in
this embodiment of the present invention.
[0127] S306. The MME sends a service switchover re-
quest message to the target base station.
[0128] To be distinguished from a service switchover
request message in another step in this embodiment of
the present invention, the service switchover request
message sent by the MME to the target base station is
referred to as a service switchover request message 2.
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[0129] The MME sends the service switchover request
message 2 to the target base station, and forwards, to
the target base station, the address and the tunnel end-
point information of the forwarding U-GW that are sent
by the C-GW, so that an uplink data transmission path
is subsequently handed over to the forwarding U-GW.
The address and the tunnel endpoint information of the
forwarding U-GW may be sent by using the service
switchover request message 2, or may be independently
sent.
[0130] S307. The target base station returns a switch-
over request acknowledgment message to the MME.
[0131] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the service
switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover request acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the target base station to the MME is referred to as a
switchover request acknowledgment message 2.
[0132] After receiving the service switchover request
message 2 sent by the MME, the target base station may
return the switchover request acknowledgment message
2 to the MME, and send an address (such as an IP ad-
dress) and tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP
TEID) of the target base station to the MME. Similarly,
the address and the tunnel endpoint information of the
target base station may be sent by using the switchover
request acknowledgment message 2, or may be inde-
pendently sent.
[0133] S308. The MME sends a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request to the C-GW.
[0134] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the MME to the C-GW is
referred to as a data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest 1.
[0135] The MME sends the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request 1 to the C-GW, and sends the ad-
dress and the tunnel endpoint information of the target
base station to the C-GW, so that a downlink data trans-
mission path is subsequently handed over to the target
base station.
[0136] It should be noted that the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request may be sent by reusing an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tun-
nel Request) message or a modify bearer request (Mod-
ify Bearer Request) message, or a newly defined mes-
sage. This is not limited in the present invention. The
description is applicable to all the embodiments of the
present invention.
[0137] S309. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the forwarding U-GW.
[0138] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-

iment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment request, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment request sent by the C-
GW to the forwarding U-GW is referred to as a data for-
warding tunnel establishment request 2.
[0139] The C-GW sends the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request 2 to the forwarding U-GW, and sends
the address and the tunnel endpoint information of the
target base station and an address and tunnel endpoint
information of the source U-GW to the forwarding U-GW.
[0140] In addition, if multiple forwarding U-GWs are
required in step S304, for example, the source forwarding
U-GW (that is, the third U-GW mentioned above) and the
target forwarding U-GW (that is, the second U-GW men-
tioned above), the C-GW should send a data forwarding
tunnel establishment request to each forwarding U-GW,
and the request carries an address and tunnel endpoint
information of a peer network element. For example, a
data forwarding tunnel establishment request sent to the
source forwarding U-GW carries the address and the tun-
nel endpoint information of the source U-GW and the
target forwarding U-GW, and a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent to the target forwarding U-
GW carries an address and tunnel endpoint information
of the source forwarding U-GW and the address and the
tunnel endpoint information of the target base station.
[0141] S310. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0142] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the
forwarding U-GW to the C-GW is referred to as a data
forwarding tunnel establishment response 2.
[0143] The forwarding U-GW returns the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response 2 to the C-GW, to re-
spond to the data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest 2 sent by the C-GW, and determines that estab-
lishment of a data forwarding tunnel between the target
base station and the forwarding U-GW and establishment
of a data forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW are allowed. Optionally, the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response 2 may
carry the address and the tunnel endpoint information of
the forwarding U-GW.
[0144] If multiple forwarding U-GWs are required in
step S304, the C-GW should send a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to each forwarding U-GW, and
correspondingly, each forwarding U-GW should return a
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, to indi-
cate that establishment of a data forwarding tunnel is
allowed.
[0145] It should be understood that responses to data
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forwarding tunnel establishment requests in the present
invention all indicate that establishment of data forward-
ing tunnels is allowed. If there is a response indicating
that establishment of a data forwarding tunnel is not al-
lowed, the method in this embodiment of the present in-
vention is no longer performed. This is applicable to the
following.
[0146] It should be noted that the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response may be sent by reusing an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response) message or a modify bearer response
(Modify Bearer Response) message, or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. The
description is applicable to all the embodiments of the
present invention.
[0147] S311. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0148] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the C-GW to the source
U-GW is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel estab-
lishment request 3.
[0149] The C-GW sends the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request 3 to the source U-GW, and sends
the address and the tunnel endpoint information of the
forwarding U-GW to the source U-GW.
[0150] If multiple forwarding U-GWs are determined in
step S304, the C-GW sends, to the source U-GW, an
address and tunnel endpoint information of the source
forwarding U-GW located in the current location area of
the UE.
[0151] S312. The source U-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0152] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the
source U-GW to the C-GW is referred to as a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response 3.
[0153] The source U-GW returns the data forwarding
tunnel establishment response 3 to the C-GW, to respond
to the data forwarding tunnel establishment request 3
sent by the C-GW, and determines that establishment of
the data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the source U-GW is allowed.
[0154] S313. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0155] After an address and tunnel endpoint informa-
tion of a peer U-GW are obtained, the data forwarding
tunnel between the source U-GW and the forwarding U-
GW is established.
[0156] Certainly, it should be understood that if multiple
forwarding U-GWs are determined in step S304, for ex-

ample, the source forwarding U-GW and the target for-
warding U-GW, a data forwarding tunnel between the
source U-GW and the source forwarding U-GW, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the source forwarding
U-GW and the target forwarding U-GW are correspond-
ingly established.
[0157] S314. The C-GW returns a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response to the MME.
[0158] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the C-
GW to the MME is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel
establishment response 1.
[0159] After the data forwarding tunnel is established
between the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW,
the C-GW returns the data forwarding tunnel establish-
ment response 1 to the MME to notify the MME that the
data forwarding tunnel has been established and service
switchover can be performed.
[0160] S315. The MME sends a switchover command
to the source base station.
[0161] The MME sends the switchover command to
the source base station, and the command carries the
address and the tunnel endpoint information of the for-
warding U-GW. If multiple forwarding U-GWs are re-
quired, for example, the source forwarding U-GW and
the target forwarding U-GW, the command carries an
address and tunnel endpoint information of the source
forwarding U-GW located in a source location area of the
UE.
[0162] S316. The source base station performs a data
switchover procedure.
[0163] The source base station continues to perform
the existing data switchover procedure, hands over the
UE to a target cell, and indicates to the UE to access the
target cell, and can reuse the existing switchover proce-
dure in a subsequent step to implement complete hando-
ver of the UE to a target location.
[0164] In a switchover process and after the switchover
is completed, an uplink/downlink user plane data trans-
mission path changes to: the UE ↔ the target base sta-
tion ↔ the forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW, that
is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line L3a, a
dashed line L4a, a dashed line L5a, and a dashed line
L6a in FIG. 3. It should be noted that before, during, and
after the switchover, the uplink/downlink user plane data
transmission path passes through the source U-GW.
However, considering that both the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW have been moved downwards to
locations closer to the UE, the source U-GW is also very
close to the forwarding U-GW, and therefore, an RTT of
user plane data does not significantly increase. When
the C-GW determines that two or more U-GWs are used
as forwarding U-GWs, data forwarding tunnel paths of
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the forwarding U-GWs pass through all the forwarding
U-GWs. For example, if the forwarding U-GW includes
the target forwarding U-GW and the source forwarding
U-GW, transmission paths change to: the UE ↔ the tar-
get base station ↔ the target forwarding U-GW ↔ the
source forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW.
[0165] It should be understood that the data forwarding
tunnels established in this embodiment of the present
invention are implemented by creating a user plane bear-
er context between the source U-GW serving the UE and
the forwarding U-GW, and a user plane bearer context
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE. The user plane bearer contexts include
routing information (for example, an address and tunnel
endpoint information) required for forwarding user plane
data, including routing information of the source U-GW,
routing information of the forwarding U-GW, and routing
information of the target base station. This is also appli-
cable to another embodiment of the present invention.
[0166] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
C-GW determines the forwarding U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE. The data forward-
ing tunnel is established between the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW, to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and ensure user service ex-
perience.
[0167] FIG. 4 is another interaction flowchart of ensur-
ing service continuity according to an embodiment of the
present invention. In FIG. 4, a source base station is a
serving base station used before UE is moved to a current
location area. A target base station is a serving base
station used after the UE is moved to the current location
area. A serving MME and a serving C-GW of the UE
remain unchanged before and after the movement of the
UE. A source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the
UE is moved to the current location area. A target U-GW
is a U-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW that is used
after the UE is moved to the current location area and
used for data service switchover. Before the service
switchover, an uplink/downlink user plane data transmis-
sion path is: the UE ↔ the source base station ↔ the
source U-GW, that is, transmission paths indicated by a
dashed line L1b and a dashed line L2b in FIG. 4.
[0168] S401. The source base station initiates a user
plane data switchover procedure of the connected-mode
UE.
[0169] S402. The source base station sends a service
switchover request message to the MME.
[0170] S403. The MME sends a service switchover no-
tification message to the C-GW.
[0171] S404. The C-GW determines the target U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW.
[0172] For specific implementation of steps S401 to
S404, refer to steps S301 to S304 in FIG. 3.
[0173] S405. The C-GW sends a create session re-
quest to the target U-GW.
[0174] After selecting an appropriate target U-GW, the

C-GW may initiate the create session request to the tar-
get U-GW, so as to create, on the target U-GW for the
UE, a bearer context for user plane data transmission.
[0175] S406. The target U-GW sends a create session
response to the C-GW.
[0176] The target U-GW creates, for the UE according
to the create session request, the bearer context for user
plane data transmission of the UE. Each created bearer
context includes an address (such as an IP address) and
tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP TEID) of the
target U-GW.
[0177] After the bearer context creation is completed,
the target U-GW may send the create session response
to the C-GW.
[0178] S407. The C-GW returns a switchover notifica-
tion acknowledgment message to the MME.
[0179] The C-GW returns the switchover notification
acknowledgment message to the MME, and adds, to the
message, the address and the tunnel endpoint informa-
tion of the target U-GW selected by the C-GW.
[0180] S408. The MME sends a service switchover re-
quest message to the target base station.
[0181] The MME sends the service switchover request
message to the target base station, and the message
carries the address and the tunnel endpoint information
of the target U-GW that are sent by the C-GW.
[0182] S409. The target base station returns a switch-
over request acknowledgment message to the MME.
[0183] After receiving the service switchover request
message sent by the MME, the target base station may
return the switchover request acknowledgment message
to the MME, and send an address (such as an IP address)
and tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP TEID)
of the target base station to the MME. Similarly, the ad-
dress and the tunnel endpoint information of the target
base station may be sent by using the switchover request
acknowledgment message, or may be independently
sent.
[0184] S410. The MME sends a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request to the C-GW.
[0185] S411. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the forwarding U-GW.
[0186] S412. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0187] S413. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0188] S414. The source U-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0189] S415. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0190] S416. The C-GW returns a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response to the MME.
[0191] S417. The MME sends a switchover command
to the source base station.
[0192] For specific implementation of steps S410 to
S417, refer to steps S308 to S315 in FIG. 3.
[0193] S418. The source base station performs a data
switchover procedure.
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[0194] The source base station continues to perform
the existing data switchover procedure, hands over the
UE to a target cell, and indicates to the UE to access the
target cell, and can reuse the existing switchover proce-
dure in a subsequent step to implement complete hando-
ver of the UE to a target location.
[0195] In a switchover process and after the switchover
is completed, a downlink user plane data transmission
path is: the source base station → the source U-GW →
the forwarding U-GW → the target base station → the
UE, that is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line
L3b, a dashed line L4b, a dashed line L5b, and a dashed
line L6b in FIG. 4. In the switchover process and after
the switchover is completed, an uplink user plane data
transmission path is: the UE → the target base station
→ the target U-GW, that is, transmission paths indicated
by a dashed line L7b and a dashed line L8b in FIG. 4.
[0196] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
C-GW determines, according to the current location in-
formation of the UE, whether to change a serving U-GW,
and selects the forwarding U-GW according to whether
the selected target U-GW can directly communicate with
the source U-GW. The data forwarding tunnel is estab-
lished between the source U-GW and the forwarding U-
GW, to ensure service continuity in a moving process of
the UE, and ensure user service experience. In addition,
the C-GW directly initiates a bearer context setup request
of the target U-GW, and notifies the target base station
of routing information of the target U-GW via the MME,
so that uplink data can be directly sent from the target
base station to the target U-GW without passing through
the forwarding U-GW and the source U-GW, implement-
ing routing optimization of uplink data transmission.
[0197] It should be understood that interaction proce-
dures in the embodiments shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4
are applicable to a scenario in which a serving MME and
a serving C-GW of UE remain unchanged before and
after movement of the UE. If the serving MME of the UE
changes but the serving C-GW does not change before
and after the movement of the UE, it only requires that
signaling interworking is increased between a source
MME and a target MME on the basis of the solutions in
the embodiments of the present invention. The signaling
interworking process belongs to the existing technology,
and details are not described in the present invention.
[0198] FIG. 5 is still another interaction flowchart of en-
suring service continuity according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In FIG. 5, a source base station is
a serving base station used before UE is moved to a
current location area. A target base station is a serving
base station used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. A source MME is a serving MME used
before the UE is moved to the current location area. A
target MME is a serving MME used after the UE is moved
to the current location area. A source C-GW is a serving
C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area. A target C-GW is a serving C-GW used after
the UE is moved to the current location area. A source

U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE is moved
to the current location area. A target U-GW is a U-GW
used after the UE is moved to the current location area.
A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW that is used after the UE
is moved to the current location area and used for data
service switchover. Before service switchover, an up-
link/downlink user plane data transmission path is: the
UE ↔ the source base station ↔ the source U-GW, that
is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line L1c and
a dashed line L2c in FIG. 5.
[0199] A specific service switchover procedure in this
embodiment of the present invention is as follows:
S501. The source base station initiates a user plane data
switchover procedure of the connected-mode UE.
[0200] When the source base station of the UE senses
that the UE is moved out of a service range of the source
base station, and the UE is performing a user plane data
service, the source base station may determine to initiate
a connected-mode user plane data service switchover
procedure.
[0201] S502. The source base station sends a service
switchover request message to the source MME.
[0202] To be distinguished from a service switchover
request message in another step in this embodiment of
the present invention, the service switchover request
message sent by the source base station to the source
MME is referred to as a service switchover request mes-
sage 1.
[0203] The source base station sends the service
switchover request message 1 to the current serving
MME (that is, a source MME in FIG. 5), and adds current
location information of the UE to the message. The cur-
rent location information of the UE includes a TAI corre-
sponding to the current location area of the UE, serving
base station information corresponding to the current lo-
cation area of the UE, and/or the like. The corresponding
TAI used when the UE is moved to the current location
area is a target TAI of the UE. The corresponding serving
base station information used after the UE is moved to
the current location area is target base station information
of the UE. The target base station information may be a
target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target cell iden-
tifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. It may be understood
that the current location area of the UE is also referred
to as a target location area of the UE, that is, a location
area of the UE after the UE is moved out of the service
range of the source serving base station. Similarly, the
current location information of the UE is also referred to
as target location information of the UE.
[0204] S503. The source MME sends a forwarding re-
location request message to the target MME.
[0205] The source MME determines, according to the
current location information of the UE, whether the UE
is moved out of a service range of the source MME. If
the UE is moved out of the service range of the source
MME, the source MME selects an appropriate target
MME according to the current location information of the
UE, and sends a forwarding relocation request message
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to the target MME, and the message carries the current
location information of the UE. The target MME is an
MME that serves the UE after the UE is moved to the
current location area.
[0206] S504. The target MME determines the target
C-GW.
[0207] The target MME determines, according to the
current location information of the UE, whether a current
serving C-GW of the UE needs to be reallocated, that is,
whether the UE is moved out of a service range of the
source C-GW. If the serving C-GW needs to be reallo-
cated, the target MME selects an appropriate target C-
GW according to the current location information of the
UE.
[0208] S505. The target MME sends a serving C-GW
change notification message to the source MME.
[0209] The target MME sends the serving C-GW
change notification message to the source MME, so as
to notify the source MME that the serving C-GW of the
UE needs to change. When the serving C-GW change
notification message is sent to the source MME, an ex-
isting message may be reused, for example, a change
notification request (Change Notification Request) mes-
sage, and new indication information is added to the mes-
sage; or a new message may be defined. This is not
limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0210] S506. The source MME sends a service switch-
over notification message to the source C-GW.
[0211] To be distinguished from a service switchover
notification message in another step in this embodiment
of the present invention, the service switchover notifica-
tion message sent by the source MME to the source C-
GW is referred to as a service switchover notification
message 1.
[0212] After receiving the service switchover request
message 1, the serving MME (the source MME) of the
UE learns that the UE is moved out of the service range
of the current base station (the source base station), and
then sends the service switchover notification message
1 to the current serving C-GW (the source C-GW). The
message carries serving C-GW change indication infor-
mation. The source MME may reuse an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message, to send the
service switchover notification message 1, and add the
current location information of the UE to the message.
Alternatively, the source MME may define a new mes-
sage to send the service switchover notification message
1. This is not limited in this embodiment of the present
invention.
[0213] S507. The source C-GW sends a switchover
notification acknowledgment to the source MME.
[0214] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the service

switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover notification acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the source C-GW to the source MME is referred to as a
switchover notification acknowledgment message 1.
[0215] After receiving the service switchover notifica-
tion message 1 sent by the source MME, the source C-
GW may return the switchover notification acknowledg-
ment message 1 to the source MME, and the message
carries an address (such as an IP address) and tunnel
endpoint information (such as a GTP TEID) of the source
U-GW.
[0216] S508. The source MME returns a C-GW change
notification acknowledgment to the target MME.
[0217] The source MME returns the C-GW change no-
tification acknowledgment to the target MME, and the
acknowledgment carries the address (such as an IP ad-
dress) and the tunnel endpoint information (such as a
GTP TEID) of the source U-GW.
[0218] S509. The target MME sends a service switch-
over notification message to the target C-GW.
[0219] To be distinguished from a service switchover
notification message in another step in this embodiment
of the present invention, the service switchover notifica-
tion message sent by the target MME to the target C-GW
is referred to as a service switchover notification mes-
sage 2.
[0220] The target MME sends the service switchover
notification message 2 to the target C-GW. The service
switchover notification message 2 carries the current lo-
cation information of the UE, including the target TAI, the
target base station information (the base station ID), and
the like. It should be noted that the service switchover
notification message is used to notify the C-GW that the
UE needs to be handed over to a new target location
area (that is, the current location area of the UE). The
target MME may reuse an existing message such as a
create session request (Create Session Request) mes-
sage, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer Request)
message, or a modify access bearers request (Modify
Access Bearers Request) message, to send the service
switchover notification message 2, and add the target
location information of the UE to the message. Alterna-
tively, the target MME may define a new message to
send the service switchover notification message 2. This
is not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0221] 5510. The target C-GW determines the target
U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0222] After learning of a switchover request, the target
C-GW selects an appropriate target U-GW according to
the current location information of the UE, to ensure that
the target U-GW can provide an optimal data transmis-
sion path in the target location for the UE, and to reduce
a transmission RTT of user plane data as much as pos-
sible.
[0223] In addition, the target C-GW needs to check
whether the target U-GW can directly communicate with
the source U-GW. If the target U-GW can directly com-
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municate with the source U-GW, the target U-GW is a
forwarding U-GW, that is, sending performed to the for-
warding U-GW in all subsequent steps is sending per-
formed to the target U-GW. If the target U-GW cannot
directly communicate with the source U-GW, the target
C-GW selects, as a forwarding U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE, a U-GW that can
directly communicate with the source U-GW.
[0224] It should be noted that to ensure service conti-
nuity in a special scenario, there may be more than one
forwarding U-GW. Typically, if the UE is moved to a
neighboring U-GW pool, the target C-GW selects a de-
fault U-GW in the neighboring U-GW pool as a target
forwarding U-GW. If the default U-GW cannot directly
communicate with the source U-GW either, further, the
target C-GW may select, as a source forwarding U-GW,
a default U-GW in a U-GW pool in which the source U-
GW is located, and two forwarding U-GWs are used to
ensure service continuity in the moving process of the
UE.
[0225] S511. The target C-GW sends a switchover no-
tification acknowledgment message to the target MME.
[0226] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the service
switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover notification acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the target C-GW to the target MME is referred to as a
switchover notification acknowledgment message 2.
[0227] After determining the forwarding U-GW, the tar-
get C-GW may return the switchover notification ac-
knowledgment message 2 to the target MME according
to the service switchover notification message 2 of the
target MME, and add, to the message, an address (such
as an IP address) and tunnel endpoint information (such
as a GTP TEID) of the forwarding U-GW selected by the
target C-GW.
[0228] If there are multiple forwarding U-GWs, for ex-
ample, the source forwarding U-GW and the target for-
warding U-GW, the target C-GW may add, to the switch-
over notification acknowledgment message, an address
and tunnel endpoint information of the target forwarding
U-GW located in the current location area of the UE.
When sending the switchover notification acknowledg-
ment message to the target MME, the target C-GW may
reuse an existing message such as a create session re-
sponse (Create Session Response) message, a modify
bearer response (Modify Bearer Response) message, or
a modify access bearers response (Modify Access Bear-
ers Response) message, or may define a new message,
to send the switchover notification acknowledgment
message 2. This is not limited in this embodiment of the
present invention.
[0229] S512. The target MME sends a service switch-
over request message to the target base station.
[0230] To be distinguished from a service switchover

request message in another step in this embodiment of
the present invention, the service switchover request
message sent by the target MME to the target base sta-
tion is referred to as a service switchover request mes-
sage 2.
[0231] The target MME sends the service switchover
request message 2 to the target base station, and sends
the address and the tunnel endpoint information of the
forwarding U-GW to the target base station, so that an
uplink data transmission path is subsequently handed
over to the forwarding U-GW.
[0232] S513. The target base station sends a switch-
over request acknowledgment message to the target
MME.
[0233] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the service
switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover request acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the target base station to the target MME is referred to
as a switchover request acknowledgment message 2.
[0234] The target base station returns the switchover
request acknowledgment message 2, and sends an ad-
dress (such as an IP address) and tunnel endpoint infor-
mation (such as a GTP TEID) of the target base station
to the target MME.
[0235] S514. The target MME sends a data forwarding
tunnel establishment request to the target C-GW.
[0236] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the target MME to the tar-
get C-GW is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request 1.
[0237] The target MME sends the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request 1 to the target C-GW, and
sends the address and the tunnel endpoint information
of the target base station to the C-GW, so that a downlink
data transmission path is subsequently handed over to
the target base station.
[0238] S515. The target C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the forwarding U-
GW.
[0239] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the target C-GW to the
forwarding U-GW is referred to as a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request 2.
[0240] The target C-GW sends the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request 2 to the forwarding U-GW, and
sends the address and the tunnel endpoint information
of the target base station and the address and the tunnel
endpoint information of the source U-GW to the forward-
ing U-GW.
[0241] If multiple forwarding U-GWs are required, the
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target C-GW should send a data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request to each forwarding U-GW, and the
request carries an address and tunnel endpoint informa-
tion of a peer network element.
[0242] S516. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response to the target C-
GW.
[0243] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to correspond to
the data forwarding tunnel establishment request corre-
sponding to the data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
sponse, the data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
sponse sent by the forwarding U-GW to the target C-GW
is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel establishment
response 2.
[0244] The forwarding U-GW returns the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response 2 to the target C-GW,
to respond to the data forwarding tunnel establishment
request 2 sent by the target C-GW, and determines that
establishment of a data forwarding tunnel between the
target base station and the forwarding U-GW and estab-
lishment of a data forwarding tunnel between the source
U-GW and the forwarding U-GW are allowed. Optionally,
the data forwarding tunnel establishment response 2 may
carry the address and the tunnel endpoint information of
the forwarding U-GW.
[0245] If multiple forwarding D-GWs are required in
step S510, the C-GW should send a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to each forwarding D-GW, and
correspondingly, each forwarding D-GW should return a
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, to indi-
cate that establishment of a data forwarding tunnel is
allowed.
[0246] S517. The target C-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the target MME.
[0247] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the
target C-GW to the target MME is referred to as a data
forwarding tunnel establishment response 1.
[0248] After receiving the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment response 2, the target C-GW returns the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response 1 to the target
MME, and determines that establishment of the data for-
warding tunnel between the target base station and the
forwarding U-GW is allowed.
[0249] S518. The target MME sends a forwarding re-
location response to the source MME.
[0250] After determining that the data forwarding tun-
nel between the target base station and the forwarding
U-GW can be established, the target MME may send the
forwarding relocation response to the source MME, and
the response carries the address and the tunnel endpoint

information of the forwarding U-GW.
[0251] S519. The source MME sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the source C-GW.
[0252] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the source MME to the
source C-GW is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request 3.
[0253] The source MME sends the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request 3 to the source C-GW, and
sends the address and the tunnel endpoint information
of the forwarding U-GW to the source C-GW.
[0254] S520. The source C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0255] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request in another step in this embod-
iment of the present invention, the data forwarding tunnel
establishment request sent by the source C-GW to the
source U-GW is referred to as a data forwarding tunnel
establishment request 4.
[0256] The source C-GW sends the data forwarding
tunnel establishment request 4 to the source U-GW, and
sends the address and the tunnel endpoint information
of the forwarding U-GW to the source U-GW.
[0257] S521. The source U-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the source C-GW.
[0258] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the
source U-GW to the source C-GW is referred to as a data
forwarding tunnel establishment response 4.
[0259] After receiving the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request 4 sent by the source C-GW, the
source U-GW may return the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment response 4, and determine that establish-
ment of the data forwarding tunnel between the forward-
ing U-GW and the source U-GW is allowed.
[0260] S522. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0261] After an address and tunnel endpoint informa-
tion of a peer U-GW are obtained, the data forwarding
tunnel between the source U-GW and the forwarding U-
GW is established.
[0262] Certainly, it should be understood that if multiple
forwarding U-GWs are determined in step S510, for ex-
ample, the source forwarding U-GW and the target for-
warding U-GW, a data forwarding tunnel between the
source U-GW and the source forwarding U-GW, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the source forwarding
U-GW and the target forwarding U-GW are correspond-
ingly established.
[0263] S523. The source C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the source MME.
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[0264] To be distinguished from a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment response in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request corresponding to the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response, the data
forwarding tunnel establishment response sent by the
source C-GW to the source MME is referred to as a data
forwarding tunnel establishment response 3.
[0265] After receiving the data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment response 4, the source C-GW may send the
data forwarding tunnel establishment response 3 to the
source MME, and determine that establishment of the
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the source U-GW is allowed.
[0266] S524. The source MME sends a switchover
command to the source base station.
[0267] The source MME sends the switchover com-
mand to the source base station, and the command car-
ries the address and the tunnel endpoint information of
the forwarding U-GW.
[0268] If multiple forwarding U-GWs are required, an
address and tunnel endpoint information of the source
forwarding U-GW located in a source location area of the
UE are carried in the switchover command.
[0269] S525. The source base station continues to per-
form an existing data switchover procedure, hands over
the UE to a target cell, and indicates to the UE to access
the target cell; and subsequently reuses the existing
switchover procedure to implement complete handover
of the UE to a target location.
[0270] In a switchover process and after the switchover
is completed, an uplink/downlink user plane data trans-
mission path changes to: the UE ↔ the target base sta-
tion ↔ the forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW, that
is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line L3c, a
dashed line L4c, a dashed line L5c, and a dashed line
L6c in FIG. 5. It should be noted that before, during, and
after the switchover, the uplink/downlink user plane data
transmission path passes through the source U-GW.
However, considering that both the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW have been moved downwards to
locations closer to the UE, the source U-GW is also very
close to the forwarding U-GW, and therefore, an RTT of
user plane data does not significantly increase.
[0271] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
target C-GW determines the forwarding U-GW according
to the current location information of the UE, and estab-
lishes the data forwarding tunnel between the source U-
GW and the forwarding U-GW, to ensure service conti-
nuity in a moving process of the UE, and ensure user
service experience.
[0272] FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are still another interaction
flowchart of ensuring service continuity according to an
embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B, a source base station is a serving base station used
before UE is moved to a current location area. A target
base station is a serving base station used after the UE

is moved to the current location area. A source MME is
a serving MME used before the UE is moved to the cur-
rent location area. A target MME is a serving MME used
after the UE is moved to the current location area. A
source C-GW is a serving C-GW used before the UE is
moved to the current location area. A target C-GW is a
serving C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. A source U-GW is a serving U-GW used
before the UE is moved to the current location area. A
target U-GW is a U-GW used after the UE is moved to
the current location area. A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW
that is used after the UE is moved to the current location
area and used for data service switchover. Before service
switchover, an uplink/downlink user plane data transmis-
sion path is: the UE ↔ the source base station ↔ the
source U-GW, that is, transmission paths indicated by a
dashed line L1d and a dashed line L2d in FIG. 6A and
FIG. 6B.
[0273] A specific service switchover procedure in this
embodiment of the present invention is as follows:

S601. The source base station initiates a user plane
data switchover procedure of the connected-mode
UE.
S602. The source base station sends a service
switchover request message.
S603. The source MME sends a forwarding reloca-
tion request message.
S604. The target MME determines the target C-GW.
S605. The target MME sends a serving C-GW
change notification message to the source MME.
S606. The source MME sends a service switchover
notification message to the source C-GW.
S607. The source C-GW sends a switchover notifi-
cation acknowledgment to the source MME.
S608. The source MME returns a C-GW change no-
tification acknowledgment to the target MME.
S609. The target MME sends a service switchover
notification message to the target C-GW.
S610. The target C-GW determines the target U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW.

[0274] For specific implementation of steps S601 to
S610, refer to steps S501 to S510 in FIG. 5.
[0275] S611. The target C-GW sends a create session
request to the target U-GW.
[0276] After selecting an appropriate target U-GW, the
target C-GW may initiate the create session request to
the target U-GW, so as to create, on the target U-GW for
the UE, a bearer context for user plane data transmission.
[0277] S612. The target U-GW sends a create session
response to the target C-GW.
[0278] The target U-GW creates, for the UE according
to the create session request, the bearer context for user
plane data transmission of the UE. Each created bearer
context includes an address (such as an IP address) and
tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP TEID) of the
target U-GW.
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[0279] After bearer context creation is completed, the
target U-GW may send the create session response to
the target C-GW.
[0280] S613. The target C-GW sends a switchover no-
tification acknowledgment message to the target MME.
[0281] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifiers with that of the service
switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover notification acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the target C-GW to the target MME is referred to as a
switchover notification acknowledgment message 2.
[0282] After determining the forwarding U-GW, the tar-
get C-GW may return the switchover notification ac-
knowledgment message 2 to the target MME according
to the service switchover notification message 2 of the
target MME, and add, to the message, an address (such
as an IP address) and tunnel endpoint information (such
as a GTP TEID) of the target U-GW selected by the target
C-GW.
[0283] S614. The target MME sends a service switch-
over request message to the target base station.
[0284] To be distinguished from a service switchover
request message in another step in this embodiment of
the present invention, the service switchover request
message sent by the target MME to the target base sta-
tion is referred to as a service switchover request mes-
sage 2.
[0285] The target MME sends the service switchover
request message 2 to the target base station, and the
message carries the address and the tunnel endpoint
information of the target U-GW that are sent by the target
C-GW.
[0286] S615. The target base station sends a switch-
over request acknowledgment message to the target
MME.
[0287] To be distinguished from a switchover request
acknowledgment message in another step in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, and to match a corre-
sponding numeral identifier with that of the service
switchover request message corresponding to the
switchover request acknowledgment message, the
switchover request acknowledgment message sent by
the target base station to the target MME is referred to
as a switchover request acknowledgment message 2.
[0288] The target base station returns the switchover
request acknowledgment message 2, and sends an ad-
dress (such as an IP address) and tunnel endpoint infor-
mation (such as a GTP TEID) of the target base station
to the target MME.
[0289] S616. The target MME sends a data forwarding
tunnel establishment request to the target C-GW.
[0290] S617. The target C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the forwarding U-
GW.
[0291] S618. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-

warding tunnel establishment response to the target C-
GW.
[0292] S619. The target C-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the target MME.
[0293] S620. The target MME sends a forwarding re-
location response to the source MME.
[0294] S621. The source MME sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the source C-GW.
[0295] S622. The source C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0296] S623. The source U-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the source C-GW.
[0297] S624. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0298] S625. The source C-GW sends a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the source MME.
[0299] S626. The source MME sends a switchover
command to the source base station.
[0300] For specific implementation of steps S616 to
S626, refer to steps S514 to S524 in FIG. 5.
[0301] S627. The source base station continues to per-
form an existing data switchover procedure, hands over
the UE to a target cell, and indicates to the UE to access
the target cell; and subsequently reuses the existing
switchover procedure to implement complete handover
of the UE to a target location.
[0302] In a switchover process and after the switchover
is completed, a downlink user plane data transmission
path is: the source base station → the source U-GW →
the forwarding U-GW → the target base station → the
UE, that is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line
L3d, a dashed line L4d, a dashed line L5d, and a dashed
line L6d in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B. In a switchover process
and after the switchover is completed, an uplink user
plane data transmission path is: the UE → the target base
station → the target U-GW, that is, transmission paths
indicated by a dashed line L7d and a dashed line L8d in
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B.
[0303] In this embodiment of the solution of the present
invention, the target C-GW determines, according to the
current location information of the UE, whether to change
a serving U-GW, and selects the forwarding U-GW ac-
cording to whether the selected target U-GW can directly
communicate with the source U-GW. The data forward-
ing tunnel is established between the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW, to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and ensure user service ex-
perience. In addition, the C-GW directly initiates a bearer
context setup request of the target U-GW, and notifies
the target base station of routing information of the target
U-GW via the MME, so that uplink data can be directly
sent from the target base station to the target U-GW with-
out passing through the forwarding U-GW and the source
U-GW, implementing routing optimization of uplink data
transmission.
[0304] It should be understood that interaction proce-
dures in the embodiments shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 6A, and
FIG. 6B are applicable to a scenario in which a serving
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MME and a serving C-GW of UE both change before and
after the movement of the UE. If the serving C-GW of the
UE changes but the serving MME does not change before
and after the movement of the UE, it only requires that
signaling interworking decreases between a source
MME and a target MME on the basis of the solutions in
the embodiments of the present invention. Details are
not described in the present invention.
[0305] FIG. 7 is still another interaction flowchart of en-
suring service continuity according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In FIG. 7, a target base station is
a serving base station used when UE switches from an
idle mode to a connected mode in a current location area.
A source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE
is moved to the current location area. A target U-GW is
a serving U-GW used when the UE switches from the
idle mode to the connected mode in the current location
area. A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW that is used after
the UE is moved to the current location area and used
for data service switchover. An MME is a serving MME
used when the UE switches from the idle mode to the
connected mode in the current location area. A C-GW is
a serving C-GW used when the UE switches from the
idle mode to the connected mode in the current location
area.
[0306] A specific procedure in this embodiment of the
present invention is as follows:

S701. The idle-mode UE needs to send uplink user
plane data.
S702. The UE sends a signaling request to the MME.

[0307] If the idle-mode UE is moved out of a current
registered location area (such as a current registered
tracking area (Tracking Area, TA)), the UE may send the
signaling request to the MME to initiate a location update
procedure. For example, if the location update procedure
is a tracking area update (Tracking Area Update, TAU)
procedure, the signaling request is a location update re-
quest message.
[0308] If the idle-mode UE is moved out of a service
area of a current serving base station but is not moved
out of a current registered location area (such as a current
registered TA), the UE may send the signaling request
to the MME to initiate a service request (Service Request)
procedure, and the signaling request is a service request
message.
[0309] Specifically, the UE may send the signaling re-
quest message to the serving MME by using the target
base station, and the target base station sends current
location information of the UE to the MME.
[0310] The current location information of the UE in-
cludes a tracking area identity (Tracking Area Identity,
TAI) corresponding to the current location area of the UE,
serving base station information corresponding to the
current location area of the UE, and/or the like. The cor-
responding TAI used when the UE is moved to the current
location area is a target TAI of the UE. The corresponding

serving base station information used when the UE is
moved to the current location area is target base station
information of the UE. The target base station information
may be a target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target
cell identifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. The current
location area of the UE is also referred to as a target
location area of the UE, that is, a location area in which
the UE is located after the UE is moved out of a service
range of a source serving base station. Similarly, the cur-
rent location information of the UE is also referred to as
target location information of the UE.
[0311] S703. The MME sends a request message to
the C-GW, and adds current location information of the
UE to the request message.
[0312] After receiving a location update request mes-
sage or a service request message, the serving MME of
the UE learns, according to the current location informa-
tion of the UE, that the UE is moved out of the service
range of the current base station (the source base sta-
tion), the serving MME of the UE sends the request mes-
sage to the current serving C-GW. The request message
is used to indicate to the C-GW to move the UE to a new
target location area. The MME may reuse an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message, or
may define a new message. This is not limited in this
embodiment of the present invention.
[0313] S704. The C-GW determines the target U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW.
[0314] After receiving the request message sent by the
MME, the C-GW may determine the target U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW according to the current location
information of the UE. For specific implementation, refer
to step S304 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3. Details
are not described herein again.
[0315] S705. The C-GW returns a request acknowl-
edgment message to the MME.
[0316] The C-GW returns the request acknowledg-
ment message to the MME. For specific implementation,
refer to step S305 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3.
Details are not described herein again.
[0317] S706. The MME sends an initial context setup
request message to the target base station.
[0318] The MME sends the initial context setup request
(Initial Context Setup Request) message to the target
base station, and forwards, to the target base station, an
address and tunnel endpoint information of the forward-
ing U-GW that are sent by the C-GW, so that an uplink
data transmission path is subsequently handed over to
the forwarding U-GW.
[0319] S707. The target base station returns an initial
context setup response message to the MME.
[0320] The target base station returns the initial context
setup response (Initial Context Setup Response) mes-
sage to the MME, and sends an address (such as an IP
address) and tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP
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TEID) of the target base station to the MME.
[0321] S708. The MME sends a modify bearer request
message to the C-GW.
[0322] The MME sends the modify bearer request
message to the C-GW, and sends the address and the
tunnel endpoint information of the target base station to
the C-GW, so that a downlink data transmission path is
subsequently handed over to the target base station. Op-
tionally, in this step, the MME may send, to the C-GW, a
modify access bearers request message that carries the
address and the tunnel endpoint information of the target
base station.
[0323] S709. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the forwarding U-GW.
[0324] S710. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0325] S711. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0326] S712. The source U-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0327] S713. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0328] For specific implementation of steps S709 to
S713, refer to steps S309 to S313 in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3. Details are not described herein again.
[0329] S714. The C-GW returns a modify bearer re-
sponse to the MME.
[0330] Optionally, corresponding to step S708, the C-
GW may return a modify access bearers response mes-
sage to the MME.
[0331] In the location update procedure or the service
request procedure, an uplink/downlink user plane data
transmission path changes to: the UE ↔ the target base
station ↔ the forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW,
that is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line
L1e, a dashed line L2e, and a dashed line L3e in FIG. 7.
It should be noted that the uplink/downlink user plane
data transmission path passes through the source U-
GW. However, considering that both the source U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW have been moved downwards
to locations closer to the UE, the source U-GW is also
very close to the forwarding U-GW, and therefore, an
RTT of user plane data does not significantly increase.
When the C-GW determines that two or more U-GWs
are used as forwarding U-GWs, data forwarding tunnel
paths of the forwarding U-GWs pass through all the for-
warding U-GWs. For example, if the forwarding U-GW
includes the target forwarding U-GW and the source for-
warding U-GW, transmission paths change to: the UE ↔
the target base station ↔ the target forwarding U-GW ↔
the source forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW.
[0332] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
C-GW determines the forwarding U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE. The data forward-
ing tunnel is established between the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW, to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and ensure user service ex-
perience.

[0333] FIG. 8 is still another interaction flowchart of en-
suring service continuity according to an embodiment of
the present invention. In FIG. 8, a target base station is
a serving base station used when UE switches from an
idle mode to a connected mode in a current location area.
A source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE
is moved to the current location area. A target U-GW is
a serving U-GW used when the UE switches from the
idle mode to the connected mode in the current location
area. A forwarding U-GW is a U-GW that is used after
the UE is moved to the current location area and used
for data service switchover. An MME is a serving MME
used when the UE switches from the idle mode to the
connected mode in the current location area. A C-GW is
a serving C-GW used when the UE switches from the
idle mode to the connected mode in the current location
area.
[0334] A specific procedure in this embodiment of the
present invention is as follows:

S801. The idle-mode UE needs to send uplink user
plane data.
S802. The UE sends a signaling request to the MME.

[0335] For specific implementation of step S802, refer
to step S702 in FIG. 7. Details are not described herein
again.
[0336] S803. The MME sends an initial context setup
request message to the target base station.
[0337] The MME sends the initial context setup request
(Initial Context Setup Request) message to the target
base station. This step is an existing step in an existing
location update procedure or service request procedure.
Therefore, herein, the MME sends an address and tunnel
endpoint information of the source U-GW to the target
base station.
[0338] S804. The target base station returns an initial
context setup response message to the MME.
[0339] The target base station returns the initial context
setup response (Initial Context Setup Response) mes-
sage to the MME, and sends an address (such as an IP
address) and tunnel endpoint information (such as a GTP
TEID) of the target base station to the MME.
[0340] S805. The MME sends a modify bearer request
message to the C-GW.
[0341] The MME sends the modify bearer request
message to the C-GW, and sends the current location
information of the UE and the address and the tunnel
endpoint information of the target base station to the C-
GW. Optionally, in this step, the MME may send, to the
C-GW, a modify access bearers request message that
carries the current location information of the UE and the
address and the tunnel endpoint information of the target
base station.
[0342] S806. The C-GW determines the target U-GW
and the forwarding U-GW.
[0343] After receiving the modify bearer request mes-
sage sent by the MME, the C-GW may determine the
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target U-GW and the forwarding U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE. For specific im-
plementation, refer to step S304 in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3. Details are not described herein again.
[0344] S807. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the forwarding U-GW.
[0345] S808. The forwarding U-GW returns a data for-
warding tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0346] S809. The C-GW sends a data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request to the source U-GW.
[0347] S810. The source U-GW returns a data forward-
ing tunnel establishment response to the C-GW.
[0348] S811. Establish a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the forwarding U-GW.
[0349] For specific implementation of steps S807 to
S811, refer to steps S309 to S313 in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 3. Details are not described herein again.
[0350] S812. The C-GW returns a modify bearer re-
sponse to the MME.
[0351] The C-GW returns the modify bearer response
message to the MME, and sends an address and tunnel
endpoint information of the determined forwarding U-GW
to the MME. Optionally, corresponding to step S805, the
C-GW may return, to the MME, a modify access bearers
response message, and the message carries an address
and tunnel endpoint information of the forwarding U-GW.
[0352] S813. The MME sends a UE context modifica-
tion request to the target base station.
[0353] The MME sends the UE context modification
request (UE Context Modification Request) message to
the target base station, and adds the address and the
tunnel endpoint information of the forwarding U-GW to
the message, so that an uplink user plane data transmis-
sion path is subsequently handed over to the forwarding
U-GW. It should be noted that this step is a newly added
step to the existing location update procedure or service
request procedure.
[0354] S814. The target base station returns a UE con-
text modification response message to the MME.
[0355] The target base station returns the UE context
modification response (UE Context Modification Re-
sponse) message to the MME.
[0356] In the location update procedure or the service
request procedure, an uplink/downlink user plane data
transmission path changes to: the UE ↔ the target base
station ↔ the forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW,
that is, transmission paths indicated by a dashed line L1f,
a dashed line L2f, and a dashed line L3f in FIG. 8. It
should be noted that the uplink/downlink user plane data
transmission path passes through the source U-GW.
However, considering that both the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW have been moved downwards to
locations closer to the UE, the source U-GW is also very
close to the forwarding U-GW, and therefore, an RTT of
user plane data does not significantly increase. When
the C-GW determines that two or more U-GWs are used
as forwarding U-GWs, data forwarding tunnel paths of
the forwarding U-GWs pass through all the forwarding

U-GWs. For example, if the forwarding U-GW includes
the target forwarding U-GW and the source forwarding
U-GW, transmission paths change to: the UE ↔ the tar-
get base station ↔ the target forwarding U-GW ↔ the
source forwarding U-GW ↔ the source U-GW.
[0357] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
C-GW determines the forwarding U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE. The data forward-
ing tunnel is established between the source U-GW and
the forwarding U-GW, to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and ensure user service ex-
perience.
[0358] FIG. 9 is another flowchart of a service continu-
ity ensuring method according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The method in FIG. 9 is performed by
a target mobility management network element. The
method includes the following steps.
[0359] 901. The target mobility management network
element receives a forwarding relocation request sent by
a source mobility management network element serving
a UE.
[0360] The forwarding relocation request carries cur-
rent location information of the UE.
[0361] For specific implementation of step 901, refer
to step S503 in FIG. 5 or step S603 in FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B.
[0362] In an application scenario in this embodiment
of the present invention, when the UE performs service
communication, a location area after movement falls be-
yond a service range of the source mobility management
network element (such as an MME). The source mobility
management network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used before the UE is moved
to the current location area.
[0363] 902. The target mobility management network
element selects a target C-GW of the UE according to
current location information of the UE.
[0364] For specific implementation of step 902, refer
to step S504 in FIG. 5 or step S604 in FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B.
[0365] 903. The target mobility management network
element sends the current location information of the UE
to the target C-GW, so that the target C-GW determines
a forwarding U-GW of the UE according to the current
location information of the UE.
[0366] For specific implementation of step 902, refer
to step S509 in FIG. 5 or step S609 in FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B.
[0367] S904. The target mobility management network
element sends a data forwarding tunnel establishment
request to the target C-GW.
[0368] The data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest is used to request the target control plane gateway
to establish, for the user equipment, a data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding U-GW and a source U-
GW serving the user equipment, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding U-GW and a target base
station serving the user equipment.
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[0369] For specific implementation of step 904, refer
to step S514 in FIG. 5 or step S616 in FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B.
[0370] In this embodiment of the present invention, af-
ter the UE is moved out of the service range of the source
mobility management network element, the target mobil-
ity management network element determines the target
C-GW of the UE according to the current location infor-
mation of the UE, and further establishes a data forward-
ing tunnel between the source U-GW and the target base
station of the UE for the UE by using the target C-GW,
so as to ensure service continuity in a moving process
of the UE, and improve user service experience.
[0371] Optionally, in an embodiment, the target C-GW
is different from a serving C-GW used before the UE is
moved to the current location area (that is, the serving
C-GW changes in the moving process of the UE). In this
case, after step 902 and before step 903, the method
may further include: sending, by the target mobility man-
agement network element, a change notification mes-
sage to the source mobility management network ele-
ment, where the change notification message is used to
indicate that a serving C-GW of the UE changes to the
target C-GW. For specific implementation, refer to step
S505 in FIG. 5 or step S605 in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B.
[0372] Further, before step 903, the method may fur-
ther include: receiving, by the target mobility manage-
ment network element, an acknowledgment message
sent by the source mobility management network ele-
ment according to the change notification message,
where the acknowledgment message carries routing in-
formation of the source U-GW of the UE. For specific
implementation, refer to step S508 in FIG. 5 or step 608
in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B.
[0373] In this embodiment of the present invention, for
specific implementation of the mobility management net-
work element, refer to the method performed by the target
MME shown in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B. Details
are not described in this embodiment of the present in-
vention again.
[0374] FIG. 10 is still another flowchart of a service
continuity ensuring method according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The method in FIG. 10 is per-
formed by a C-GW. The method includes the following
steps.
[0375] 1001. The C-GW receives current location in-
formation of a UE sent by a mobility management network
element.
[0376] This embodiment of the present invention is ap-
plicable to any one of the following application scenarios:
During user plane data transmission, the connected-
mode UE is moved, and a location area after the move-
ment falls beyond a service range of a source base sta-
tion; and after sensing that the UE is moved out of the
service range of the source base station, the source base
station determines to initiate a connected-mode user
plane data service switchover procedure. The source
base station is a serving base station used before the

UE is moved to the current location area.
[0377] When uplink user plane data needs to be trans-
mitted, the idle-mode UE is moved out of a current reg-
istered location area, such as a current registered track-
ing area (Tracking Area, TA), and the UE initiates a lo-
cation update procedure, such as a tracking area update
(Tracking Area Update, TAU) procedure.
[0378] When uplink user plane data needs to be trans-
mitted, the idle-mode UE is moved out of a service area
of a current serving base station but is not moved out of
a current registered location area, such as a current reg-
istered tracking area (Tracking Area, TA), and the UE
initiates a service request (Service Request) procedure.
[0379] In the application scenario (1), after receiving a
user plane data switchover request sent by the source
base station, the mobility management network element
may send a service switchover notification to the serving
C-GW of the UE. It should be understood that the mobility
management network element may be an MME or an-
other network element that has a mobility management
function of an MME. In specific application, the mobility
management network element may send the service
switchover notification by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the serv-
ice switchover notification by using a newly created mes-
sage. A specific message used for sending the service
switchover notification is not limited in the present inven-
tion.
[0380] In the application scenario (2), after receiving a
location update request sent by the UE, or successfully
creating a radio access bearer context for the UE, the
mobility management network element may send a re-
quest message to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should
be understood that the mobility management network el-
ement may be an MME or another network element that
has a mobility management function of an MME. In spe-
cific application, the mobility management network ele-
ment may send the request message by using an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or
the mobility management network element may send the
request message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0381] In the application scenario (3), after receiving a
service request sent by the UE, or successfully creating
a radio access bearer context for the UE, the mobility
management network element may send a request mes-
sage to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should be under-
stood that the mobility management network element
may be an MME or another network element that has a
mobility management function of an MME. In specific ap-
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plication, the mobility management network element may
send the request message by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the re-
quest message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0382] It should be noted that the C-GW is a C-GW
serving the UE.
[0383] It should be noted that the mobility management
network element is a mobility management network ele-
ment serving the UE. In specific application, the mobility
management network element may be an MME or an-
other network element that has a mobility management
function of an MME.
[0384] 1002. The C-GW selects a target U-GW for the
UE according to the current location information of the
UE.
[0385] 1003. The C-GW sends a request message to
the mobility management network element.
[0386] The request message is used to request the
mobility management network element to release a first
bearer context and indicate to the UE to send a setup
request for a second bearer context, the first bearer con-
text is a bearer context of the UE that is established on
a source U-GW of the UE, and the second bearer context
is a bearer context that is reestablished by the UE on the
target U-GW according to the first bearer context.
[0387] Optionally, in an embodiment, the request mes-
sage is a delete bearer request message, the delete bear-
er request message carries a reactivation request indi-
cation, and the reactivation request indication is used to
indicate, by using the mobility management network el-
ement, to the UE to initiate the setup request for the sec-
ond bearer context after the first bearer context is deleted.
[0388] It should be understood that both the MME and
the UE record the first bearer context created by the UE
on the source U-GW. After receiving the delete bearer
request message, the MME deletes the first bearer con-
text on the MME, and indicates to the UE to delete the
first bearer context on the UE. When the delete bearer
request message carries the reactivation request indica-
tion, the MME further sends the reactivation request in-
dication to the UE, to indicate to the UE to resend a setup
request for a bearer context according to content of the
first bearer context after the first bearer context is deleted,
and request to create the second bearer context. The
second bearer context is a bearer context that is created
on the target U-GW according to the first bearer context.
Typically, the second bearer context includes an access
point name (Access Point Name, APN) the same as that
of the first bearer context.
[0389] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
fore the UE changes from an idle mode to a connected
mode and sends user plane data, the C-GW determines

a serving U-GW of the UE according to the current loca-
tion information of the UE, triggers a bearer context de-
activation procedure, and adds a reactivation request in-
dication during the bearer context deactivation procedure
to indicate to the UE to initiate a bearer context recreation
procedure, to recreate bearer resources on the target U-
GW, ensure service continuity of subsequent user plane
data transmission, and ensure user service experience.
[0390] The following further describes the method in
the embodiments of the present invention with reference
to specific embodiments.
[0391] FIG. 11 is still another interaction flowchart of
ensuring service continuity according to an embodiment
of the present invention. In FIG. 11, a target base station
is a serving base station used when UE switches from
an idle mode to a connected mode in a current location
area. A target U-GW is a serving U-GW used when the
UE switches from the idle mode to the connected mode
in the current location area. An MME is a serving MME
used when the UE switches from the idle mode to the
connected mode in the current location area. A C-GW is
a serving C-GW used when the UE switches from the
idle mode to the connected mode in the current location
area.
[0392] A specific procedure in this embodiment of the
present invention is as follows:
S1101. The UE sends a signaling request to the MME.
[0393] Because the idle-mode UE needs to transmit
uplink signaling or data, the idle-mode UE sends signal-
ing to the MME, to request to switch to the connected
mode. The UE initiates a service request (Service Re-
quest) procedure or a tracking area update (Tracking Ar-
ea Update, TAU) procedure to implement switchover
from the idle mode to the connected mode.
[0394] In a process of switching from the idle mode to
the connected mode, the target base station, that is, a
current serving base station of the UE, reports current
location information of the UE to the current serving MME,
and the current location information of the UE may be a
current tracking area identity (Tracking Area Identity, TAI)
and/or a current cell identifier (Cell Identity, CI).
[0395] S1102. The MME sends a location update no-
tification message to the C-GW.
[0396] After receiving the signaling request sent by the
UE for switchover from the idle mode to the connected
mode, for example, a service request (Service Request)
message or a TAU request message, the MME deter-
mines, according to the current location information of
the UE reported by the base station, whether a location
of the UE changes.
[0397] If the location of the UE does not change, a prior-
art method is performed. Details are not described in this
embodiment of the present invention. If the location of
the UE changes, the MME sends a location update no-
tification message to the C-GW of the UE. Herein, the
MME may determine, in the following two scenarios,
whether the location of the UE changes.
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(a) If the serving MME does not change, the MME
may compare previously stored location information
of the UE with the current location information re-
ported by the target base station, to determine a
change of the location of the UE.
(b) If the MME changes, that is, a new MME receives
the signaling request in the step, the new MME may
consider that the location of the UE changes.

[0398] The MME sends a location update notification
message to the serving C-GW, and the notification mes-
sage carries the current location information of the UE,
including a current TAI, a current cell identifier, and/or
the like. The location update notification message is used
to notify the C-GW that the current location area of the
UE changes. Therefore, the MME may reuse an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message, to
carry the current location information of the UE, or may
define a new message to carry the current location infor-
mation of the UE. This is not limited in the present inven-
tion.
[0399] In addition, the MME may determine, according
to the current location information of the UE, whether a
serving C-GW of the UE needs to be reallocated, that is,
whether the UE is moved out of a service area of the
current serving C-GW. If the serving C-GW needs to be
reallocated, the MME selects a new C-GW as a serving
C-GW according to the current location information of
the UE, and sends a location update notification message
to the new C-GW. Additionally, the MME may request
the new C-GW to recreate a bearer context for the UE.
[0400] S 1103. The C-GW determines a U-GW.
[0401] The C-GW determines, according to the current
location information of the UE, whether a current serving
U-GW of the UE needs to be reallocated. If the current
serving U-GW of the UE needs to be reallocated, the C-
GW selects an appropriate target U-GW according to the
current location information of the UE, and performs step
S1104. If the C-GW is reallocated in S1102, generally,
the serving U-GW also needs to be reallocated.
[0402] S 1104. The C-GW sends a delete bearer re-
quest to the MME.
[0403] After sending the delete bearer request to the
MME, the C-GW initiates a bearer deactivation procedure
to the UE, to release all bearer context resources created
by the UE on a source U-GW. In addition, the delete
bearer request message carries a reactivation request
(Reactivation requested) indication, so as to request the
UE to immediately initiate a packet data network (Packet
Data Network, PDN) connection establishment request
after all the bearer context resources of the source D-
GW are deleted, to recreate user plane bearer resources
on the target D-GW.
[0404] S 1105. The MME sends a detach request or a
deactivate bearer context request to the UE.

[0405] After receiving the delete bearer request of the
C-GW, the MME performs different actions according to
current packet data network (Packet Data Network, PDN)
connection information of the UE:

(a) If the UE currently has only one PDN connection,
the MME initiates a detach procedure to the UE, and
adds a reattach (re-attach required) indication to a
detach request (Detach Request).
(b) If the UE currently has multiple PDN connections,
the MME initiates a PDN connection deactivation
procedure to the UE, and adds a reactivation request
(Reactivation requested) indication to a deactivate
bearer context request (Deactivate Bearer Context
Request).

[0406] S 1106. The UE initiates a PDN connection es-
tablishment request.
[0407] The UE initiates the PDN connection establish-
ment request, to recover bearer contexts that the C-GW
requests to delete in step S 1104. The PDN connection
establishment request carries a same APN as the bearer
contexts that the C-GW requests to delete in step S1104.
In this procedure, the C-GW uses the selected target D-
GW to create a bearer context of the UE.
[0408] If the UE receives the detach request sent by
the MME in step S1105, an attach procedure is initiated,
and a PDN connection establishment procedure is added
to the attach procedure. For specific implementation, re-
fer to the prior art.
[0409] If the UE receives the deactivate bearer context
request in step S1105 to deactivate a PDN connection,
a separate PDN connection establishment procedure is
initiated. For specific implementation, refer to the prior
art.
[0410] In the PDN connection establishment proce-
dure, an uplink/downlink user plane data transmission
path changes to: the UE ↔ the target base station ↔ the
target U-GW, that is, transmission paths indicated by a
dashed line L1g and a dashed line L2g in FIG. 11.
[0411] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
fore the UE changes from the idle mode to the connected
mode and sends user plane data, the C-GW determines,
according to the current location information of the UE,
whether the serving U-GW needs to change, triggers a
PDN connection deactivation procedure, and adds a re-
activation request indication during the PDN connection
deactivation procedure to request the UE to immediately
initiate a PDN connection reestablishment procedure, to
recreate bearer resources on the target U-GW, ensure
service continuity of subsequent user plane data trans-
mission, and ensure user service experience.
[0412] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of a
control plane gateway 1200 according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 12, the control
plane gateway 1200 may include a receiving unit 1201,
a selection unit 1202, and a tunnel establishment unit
1203.
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[0413] The receiving unit 1201 is configured to receive
current location information of UE sent by a mobility man-
agement network element.
[0414] The selection unit 1202 is configured to select
at least one forwarding U-GW for the UE according to
the current location information of the UE.
[0415] In this embodiment of the present invention, a
current location area of the UE falls beyond a service
range of a current serving U-GW of the UE, and the C-
GW needs to select an appropriate forwarding U-GW for
the UE according to the current location area of the UE.
[0416] The tunnel establishment unit 1203 is config-
ured to establish, for the UE, a data forwarding tunnel
between a source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and a data forwarding tunnel between the
forwarding U-GW and a target base station of the UE.
The data forwarding tunnels are used to transmit uplink
user plane data and/or downlink user plane data of the
UE in a moving process of the UE.
[0417] For an applicable scenario of this embodiment
of the present invention, refer to the application scenarios
in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2.
[0418] In the application scenario (1), after receiving a
user plane data switchover request sent by the source
base station, the mobility management network element
may send a service switchover notification to the serving
C-GW of the UE. It should be understood that the mobility
management network element may be an MME or an-
other network element that has a mobility management
function of an MME. In specific application, the mobility
management network element may send the service
switchover notification by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the serv-
ice switchover notification by using a newly created mes-
sage. A specific message used for sending the service
switchover notification is not limited in the present inven-
tion.
[0419] In the application scenario (2), after receiving a
location update request sent by the UE, or successfully
creating a radio access bearer context for the UE, the
mobility management network element may send a re-
quest message to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should
be understood that the mobility management network el-
ement may be an MME or another network element that
has a mobility management function of an MME. In spe-
cific application, the mobility management network ele-
ment may send the request message by using an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or
the mobility management network element may send the
request message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message

is not limited in the present invention.
[0420] In the application scenario (3), after receiving a
service request sent by the UE, or successfully creating
a radio access bearer context for the UE, the mobility
management network element may send a request mes-
sage to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should be under-
stood that the mobility management network element
may be an MME or another network element that has a
mobility management function of an MME. In specific ap-
plication, the mobility management network element may
send the request message by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the re-
quest message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0421] The current location information of the UE in-
cludes tracking area information (Tracking Area Identity,
TAI) corresponding to the current location area of the UE,
serving base station information corresponding to the
current location area of the UE, and/or the like. The cor-
responding TAI used when the UE is moved to the current
location area is a target TAI of the UE. The corresponding
serving base station information used when the UE is
moved to the current location area is target base station
information of the UE. The target base station information
may be a target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target
cell identifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. It may be un-
derstood that the current location area of the UE is also
referred to as a target location area of the UE, that is, a
location area of the UE after the UE is moved out of the
service range of the source serving base station. Simi-
larly, the current location information of the UE is also
referred to as target location information of the UE.
[0422] It should be understood that the moving process
of the UE includes procedures occurring in the foregoing
three application scenarios, specifically including: the
service switchover procedure in the application scenario
(1), the location update procedure in the application sce-
nario (2), and the service request procedure in the appli-
cation scenario (3).
[0423] It should be understood that the target base sta-
tion of the UE is a base station that provides an access
service for the UE after the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0424] It should be understood that the data forwarding
tunnels are implemented by creating a user plane bearer
context between the source U-GW serving the UE and
the forwarding U-GW, and a user plane bearer context
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE. The user plane bearer contexts include
routing information required for forwarding user plane da-
ta. Specifically, a user plane bearer context created on
the source U-GW includes routing information of the for-
warding U-GW and routing information of the source
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base station serving the UE, a user plane bearer context
created on the forwarding U-GW includes routing infor-
mation of the source U-GW and routing information of
the target base station, and a user plane bearer context
created on the target base station includes the routing
information of the forwarding U-GW. Further, the routing
information may include an address (typically, an Internet
Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) address) and tunnel end-
point information (typically, if a GPRS tunneling protocol
(GPRS Tunnelling Protocol, GTP) is used, the tunnel
endpoint information is a GTP tunnel endpoint identifier
(Tunnel Endpoint Identifier, TEID)).
[0425] It should be understood that the forwarding U-
GW is the at least one forwarding U-GW selected by the
selection unit 1202. That the tunnel establishment unit
1203 establishes, for the UE, a data forwarding tunnel
between a source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and a data forwarding tunnel between the
forwarding U-GW and a target base station of the UE is
that the tunnel establishment unit 1203 establishes a
communication path between the source U-GW, the at
least one forwarding U-GW, and the target base station,
so as to establish a data forwarding tunnel between the
two network elements from the source C-GW to the target
base station.
[0426] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
control plane gateway 1200 determines the appropriate
forwarding U-GW for the UE according to the current lo-
cation information after the movement, and establishes
the data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the source U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE, so as to ensure service continuity in a
moving process of the UE, and improve user service ex-
perience.
[0427] In addition, as shown in FIG. 13, the control
plane gateway may further include a sending unit 1204.
[0428] Optionally, in an embodiment, the at least one
forwarding U-GW is a first U-GW, the control plane gate-
way is a serving control plane gateway used after the UE
is moved to the current location area, and the control
plane gateway is the same as a serving control plane
gateway used before the UE is moved to the current lo-
cation area, and the mobility management network ele-
ment is a serving mobility management network element
used after the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0429] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive a first request sent by the mobility management
network element. The first request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station of the UE.
[0430] The tunnel establishment unit 1203 is specifi-
cally configured to: send a second request to the first U-
GW by using the sending unit 1204, and send a third
request to the source U-GW by using the sending unit
1204. The second request is used to request the first U-
GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel between the
first U-GW and the target base station, and the data for-
warding tunnel between the first U-GW and the source

U-GW. The second request carries the routing informa-
tion of the target base station and the routing information
of the source U-GW. The third request is used to request
the source U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel
between the source U-GW and the first U-GW, and the
third request carries the routing information of the first U-
GW.
[0431] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the control plane gateway 1200 is the same as the serving
C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area, that is, the serving C-GW does not change in
a moving process of the UE. It should be understood that
this embodiment is applicable to a scenario in which the
serving mobility management network element changes
in the moving process of the UE or a scenario in which
the serving mobility management network element does
not change in the moving process of the UE, that is, the
mobility management network element may be the same
as or different from a serving mobility management net-
work element used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0432] Certainly, it should be understood that the con-
trol plane gateway 1200 further receives a second re-
sponse sent by the first U-GW according to the second
request, and a third response sent by the source U-GW
according to the third request. The second response is
used to acknowledge that the first U-GW allows estab-
lishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the first
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the first U-GW and the source U-GW.
Optionally, the second response may carry the routing
information of the first U-GW, such as an IP address and
TEID information, and the third response is used to ac-
knowledge that the source U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW
and the first U-GW. After receiving the second response
and the third response, the control plane gateway 1200
may send a first response of the first request to the mo-
bility management network element.
[0433] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention.
[0434] Optionally, in another embodiment, the at least
one forwarding U-GW includes a first U-GW and a second
U-GW, the control plane gateway is a serving control
plane gateway used after the UE is moved to the current
location area, the control plane gateway is the same as
a serving control plane gateway used before the UE is
moved to the current location area, the mobility manage-
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ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the UE is moved to the cur-
rent location area, and the mobility management network
element is the same as or different from a serving mobility
management network element used before the UE is
moved to the current location area.
[0435] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive a first request sent by the mobility management
network element. The first request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station of the UE.
[0436] The tunnel establishment unit 1203 is specifi-
cally configured to: send a second request to the second
U-GW by using the sending unit 1204, send a third re-
quest to the third U-GW by using the sending unit 1204,
and send a fourth request to the source U-GW by using
the sending unit 1204. The second request is used to
request the second U-GW to establish a data forwarding
tunnel between the second U-GW and the target base
station, and a data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the third U-GW, the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and rout-
ing information of the third U-GW, the third request is
used to request the third U-GW to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the third U-GW and the second
U-GW, and a data forwarding tunnel between the third
U-GW and the source U-GW, the third request carries
routing information of the second U-GW and the routing
information of the source U-GW, the fourth request is
used to request the source U-GW to establish the data
forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW and the
third U-GW, and the fourth request carries the routing
information of the third U-GW.
[0437] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is the same as the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW does not change in the moving process
of the UE. It should be understood that this embodiment
is applicable to a scenario in which the serving mobility
management network element changes in the moving
process of the UE or a scenario in which the serving
mobility management network element does not change
in the moving process of the UE, that is, the mobility man-
agement network element may be the same as or differ-
ent from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0438] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1200 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the second U-
GW according to the second request, a third response
sent by the third U-GW according to the third request,
and a fourth response sent by the source U-GW accord-
ing to the fourth request. The second response is used
to acknowledge that the second U-GW allows establish-
ment of the data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-
GW. Optionally, the second response may carry the rout-
ing information of the second U-GW, such as an IP ad-
dress and TEID information. The third response is used

to acknowledge that the third U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the second U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the source U-GW. Option-
ally, the third response may carry the routing information
of the third U-GW, such as an IP address and TEID in-
formation. The fourth response is used to acknowledge
that the source U-GW allows establishment of the data
forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW and the
third U-GW. After receiving the second response, the
third response, and the fourth response, the control plane
gateway 1200 may send a first response of the first re-
quest to the mobility management network element.
[0439] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, the third request, or the fourth request in
this embodiment may be sent by using an existing mes-
sage such as a create indirect data forwarding tunnel
request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel Re-
quest), or a newly defined message. This is not limited
in the present invention. Further, the first response, the
second response, the third response, or the fourth re-
sponse in this embodiment may be sent by using an ex-
isting message such as a create indirect data forwarding
tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tun-
nel Response), or a newly defined message. This is not
limited in the present invention.
[0440] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the at
least one forwarding U-GW is a first U-GW, the control
plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway used
after the UE is moved to the current location area, the
control plane gateway is different from a serving control
plane gateway used before the UE is moved to the current
location area, the mobility management network element
is a serving mobility management network element used
after the UE is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is the same
as or different from a serving mobility management net-
work element used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0441] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive the routing information of the source U-GW of
the UE.
[0442] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive a first request sent by the mobility management
network element. The first request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station of the UE.
[0443] The tunnel establishment unit 1203 is specifi-
cally configured to send a second request to the first U-
GW by using the sending unit 1204. The second request
is used to request the first U-GW to establish the data
forwarding tunnel between the first U-GW and the target
base station, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
first U-GW and the source U-GW, and the second request
carries the routing information of the target base station
and the routing information of the source U-GW.
[0444] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is different from the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
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serving C-GW changes in the moving process of the UE.
It should be understood that this embodiment is applica-
ble to a scenario in which the serving mobility manage-
ment network element changes in the moving process
of the UE or a scenario in which the serving mobility man-
agement network element does not change in the moving
process of the UE, that is, the mobility management net-
work element may be the same as or different from a
serving mobility management network element used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0445] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1200 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the first U-GW
according to the second request, and a third response
sent by the source U-GW according to the third request.
The second response is used to acknowledge that the
first U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding
tunnel between the first U-GW and the target base sta-
tion, and the data forwarding tunnel between the first U-
GW and the source U-GW. Optionally, the second re-
sponse may carry the routing information of the first U-
GW, such as an IP address and TEID information, and
the third response is used to acknowledge that the source
U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding tunnel
between the source U-GW and the first U-GW. After re-
ceiving the second response and the third response, the
control plane gateway 1200 may send a first response
of the first request to the mobility management network
element.
[0446] Certainly, it should be understood that, because
the serving C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes
in the moving process of the UE, the C-GW is a target
C-GW, that is, a serving C-GW used after the UE is
moved to the current location area. Further, the target C-
GW should further indicate to a source C-GW via the
mobility management network element, to send a data
forwarding tunnel establishment request to the source
U-GW; and send the routing information of the first U-
GW to the source U-GW. The source C-GW is a serving
C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area, and the source U-GW is a serving U-GW used
before the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0447] It should be noted that the first request or the
second request in this embodiment may be sent by using
an existing message such as a create indirect data for-
warding tunnel request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Request), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention. Further, the first re-
sponse or the second response in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel response (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Response), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention.
[0448] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the at
least one forwarding U-GW includes a first U-GW and a
second U-GW, the control plane gateway is a serving
control plane gateway used after the UE is moved to the
current location area, the control plane gateway is differ-
ent from a serving control plane gateway used before the

UE is moved to the current location area, the mobility
management network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used after the UE is moved to
the current location area, and the mobility management
network element is the same as or different from a serving
mobility management network element used before the
UE is moved to the current location area.
[0449] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive the routing information of the source U-GW of
the UE.
[0450] The receiving unit 1201 is further configured to
receive a first request sent by the mobility management
network element. The first request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station of the UE.
[0451] The tunnel establishment unit 1203 is specifi-
cally configured to: send a second request to the second
U-GW by using the sending unit 1204, and send a third
request to the third U-GW by using the sending unit 1204.
The second request is used to request the second U-GW
to establish a data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-GW.
The second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the third U-
GW. The third request is used to request the third U-GW
to establish the data forwarding tunnel between the third
U-GW and the second U-GW, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the third U-GW and the source U-GW. The
third request carries routing information of the second U-
GW and the routing information of the source U-GW.
[0452] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the C-GW is different from the serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, that is, the
serving C-GW changes in the moving process of the UE.
It should be understood that this embodiment is applica-
ble to a scenario in which the serving mobility manage-
ment network element changes in the moving process
of the UE or a scenario in which the serving mobility man-
agement network element does not change in the moving
process of the UE, that is, the mobility management net-
work element may be the same as or different from a
serving mobility management network element used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0453] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1200 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the second U-
GW according to the second request, a third response
sent by the third U-GW according to the third request,
and a fourth response sent by the source U-GW accord-
ing to the fourth request. The second response is used
to acknowledge that the second U-GW allows establish-
ment of the data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-
GW. Optionally, the second response may carry the rout-
ing information of the second U-GW, such as an IP ad-
dress and TEID information. The third response is used
to acknowledge that the third U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
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and the second U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the source U-GW. Option-
ally, the third response may carry the routing information
of the third U-GW, such as an IP address and TEID in-
formation. The fourth response is used to acknowledge
that the source U-GW allows establishment of the data
forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW and the
third U-GW. After receiving the second response, the
third response, and the fourth response, the control plane
gateway 1200 may send a first response of the first re-
quest to the mobility management network element.
[0454] Certainly, it should be understood that, because
the serving C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes
in the moving process of the UE, the C-GW in this em-
bodiment is a target C-GW, that is, a serving C-GW used
after the UE is moved to the current location area. Fur-
ther, the target C-GW should further indicate to a source
C-GW via the mobility management network element, to
send a data forwarding tunnel establishment request to
the source U-GW; and send the routing information of
the third U-GW to the source U-GW. The source C-GW
is a serving C-GW used before the UE is moved to the
current location area, and the source U-GW is a serving
U-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area.
[0455] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention. Optionally, in the fore-
going four specific embodiments shown in FIG. 13, when
the at least one forwarding U-GW is the first U-GW, the
tunnel establishment unit 1203 is further configured to
send routing information of a target U-GW to the target
base station via the mobility management network ele-
ment.
[0456] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments shown in FIG. 13, when the at least one forwarding
U-GW is the first U-GW, the tunnel establishment unit
1203 is further configured to send the routing information
of the first U-GW to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.
[0457] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments shown in FIG. 13, when the at least one forwarding
U-GW is the second U-GW and the third U-GW, the tun-
nel establishment unit 1203 is further configured to send
the routing information of the second U-GW to the target
base station via the mobility management network ele-
ment.
[0458] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments shown in FIG. 13, the tunnel establishment unit

1203 is further configured to send a create session re-
quest to the target U-GW. The create session request is
used to create, on the target U-GW for the UE, a bearer
context for user plane data transmission. Each created
bearer context includes routing information of the target
U-GW, and the target U-GW is a serving U-GW corre-
sponding to the current location area of the UE. It may
be understood that the target U-GW is generally a serving
U-GW that provides an optimal data transmission path
for the UE in the current location area. Further, the tunnel
establishment unit 1203 is further configured to send the
routing information of the target U-GW to the target base
station via the mobility management network element.
[0459] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments shown in FIG. 13, when the at least one forwarding
U-GW is the first U-GW, the first U-GW is further a serving
U-GW selected by the control plane gateway for the UE
according to the current location information of the UE.
That is, the first U-GW is a target U-GW. In this case, the
target D-GW can directly communicate with the source
D-GW, that is, the target U-GW also plays a role of the
forwarding U-GW. It may be understood that, when the
target U-GW cannot directly communicate with the
source D-GW, the forwarding U-GW selected by the C-
GW is different from the target U-GW.
[0460] The control plane gateway 1200 may further
perform the method shown in FIG. 2, and implements
the functions of the C-GW in the embodiments shown in
FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, FIG. 7, and FIG. 8, and functions of the
target C-GW in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5 or FIG.
6A and FIG. 6B. Details are not described in this embod-
iment of the present invention again.
[0461] FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of a
mobility management network element 1400 according
to an embodiment of the present invention. The mobility
management network element 1400 may include a re-
ceiving unit 1401, a selection unit 1402, and a sending
unit 1403.
[0462] The receiving unit 1401 is configured to receive
a forwarding relocation request sent by a source mobility
management network element serving UE.
[0463] The forwarding relocation request carries cur-
rent location information of the UE.
[0464] The selection unit 1402 is configured to select
a target C-GW of the UE according to the current location
information of the UE.
[0465] The sending unit 1403 is configured to send the
current location information of the UE to the target C-
GW, so that the target control plane gateway determines
a forwarding U-GW of the UE according to the current
location information of the UE.
[0466] The sending unit 1403 is further configured to
send a data forwarding tunnel establishment request to
the target control plane gateway.
[0467] The data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest is used to request the target C-GW to establish,
for the UE, a data forwarding tunnel between the forward-
ing U-GW and a source U-GW serving the UE, and a
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data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and a target base station serving the UE.
[0468] In this embodiment of the present invention, af-
ter the UE is moved out of a service range of the source
mobility management network element, the mobility
management network element 1400 determines the tar-
get C-GW of the UE according to the current location
information of the UE, and further establishes a data for-
warding tunnel between the source U-GW and the target
base station of the UE for the UE by using the target C-
GW, so as to ensure service continuity in the moving
process of the UE, and improve user service experience.
[0469] Optionally, the target control plane gateway is
different from a serving control plane gateway used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area (that is,
the serving C-GW changes in the moving process of the
UE). The sending unit 1403 is further configured to send
a change notification message to the source mobility
management network element. The change notification
message is used to indicate that a serving control plane
gateway of the UE changes to the target control plane
gateway.
[0470] Further, the receiving unit 1401 is further con-
figured to receive an acknowledgment message sent by
the source mobility management network element ac-
cording to the change notification message. The ac-
knowledgment message carries routing information of
the source U-GW of the UE.
[0471] The mobility management network element
1400 may further perform the method in FIG. 9 and im-
plement functions of the target MME in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B. Details are not
described in this embodiment of the present invention
again.
[0472] FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a
control plane gateway 1500 according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The control plane gateway 1500
includes:

a receiving unit 1501, configured to receive current
location information of the UE sent by a mobility man-
agement network element;
a selection unit 1502, configured to select a target
U-GW for the UE according to the current location
information of the UE; and
a sending unit 1503, configured to send a request
message to the mobility management network ele-
ment.

[0473] The request message is used to request the
mobility management network element to release a first
bearer context and indicate to the UE to send a setup
request for a second bearer context. The first bearer con-
text is a bearer context of the UE that is established on
a source U-GW of the UE, and the second bearer context
is a bearer context that is reestablished by the UE on the
target U-GW according to the first bearer context.
[0474] It should be understood that in this embodiment

of the present invention, the location update notification
message is used to notify the C-GW that the current lo-
cation area of the UE changes. For the location update
notification, an existing message may be reused, such
as a create session request (Create Session Request)
message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer Re-
quest) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or a new
message may be defined. This is not limited in the present
invention.
[0475] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
fore the UE changes from an idle mode to a connected
mode and sends user plane data, the control plane gate-
way 1500 determines, according to the current location
information of the UE, whether the serving U-GW needs
to change, triggers a bearer context deactivation proce-
dure, and adds a reactivation request indication during
the bearer context deactivation procedure to request the
UE to immediately initiate a bearer context reestablish-
ment procedure, to recreate bearer resources on the tar-
get U-GW, ensure service continuity of subsequent user
plane data transmission, and ensure user service expe-
rience.
[0476] Optionally, in an embodiment, the request mes-
sage is a delete bearer request message, the delete bear-
er request message carries a reactivation request indi-
cation, and the reactivation request indication is used to
indicate, by using the mobility management network el-
ement, to the UE to initiate the setup request for the sec-
ond bearer context after the first bearer context is deleted.
[0477] It should be understood that both the MME and
the UE record the first bearer context created by the UE
on the source U-GW. After receiving the delete bearer
request message, the MME deletes the first bearer con-
text on the MME, and indicates to the UE to delete the
first bearer context on the UE. When the delete bearer
request message carries the reactivation request indica-
tion, the MME further sends the reactivation request in-
dication to the UE, to indicate to the UE to resend a setup
request for a bearer context according to content of the
first bearer context after the first bearer context is deleted,
and request to create the second bearer context. The
second bearer context is a bearer context created on the
target U-GW based on the first bearer context.
[0478] The control plane gateway 1500 may further
perform the method in FIG. 10 and implement functions
of the C-GW in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11. Details
are not described in this embodiment of the present in-
vention again.
[0479] FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of a
control plane gateway 1600 according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The control plane gateway 1600
may include a processor 1602, a memory 1603, a trans-
mitter 1601, and a receiver 1604.
[0480] The receiver 1604, the transmitter 1601, the
processor 1602, and the memory 1603 are connected to
each other by using a bus 1606. The bus 1606 may be
an ISA bus, a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the like. The bus
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may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a con-
trol bus, and the like. For ease of representation, in FIG.
16, the bus 1606 is indicated by using only one double-
headed arrow. However, it does not indicate that there
is only one bus or only one type of bus. In specific appli-
cation, the transmitter 1601 and the receiver 1604 may
be coupled to an antenna 1605.
[0481] The memory 1603 is configured to store a pro-
gram. Specifically, the program may include program
code, and the program code includes a computer oper-
ation instruction. The memory 1603 may include a read-
only memory and a random access memory, and pro-
vides an instruction and data for the processor 1602. The
memory 1603 may include a high-speed RAM memory,
and may further include a nonvolatile memory (non-vol-
atile memory), for example, at least one magnetic disk
memory.
[0482] The processor 1602 executes the program
stored in the memory 1603 and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver 1604, current loca-
tion information of UE sent by a mobility manage-
ment network element;
selecting at least one forwarding U-GW for the UE
according to the current location information of the
UE; and
establishing, by using the transmitter 1601 for the
UE, a data forwarding tunnel between a source U-
GW serving the UE and the forwarding U-GW, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-
GW and a target base station of the UE, where the
data forwarding tunnels are used to transmit uplink
user plane data and/or downlink user plane data of
the UE in a moving process of the UE.

[0483] For an applicable scenario in this embodiment
of the present invention, refer to the application scenarios
in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2.
[0484] In the application scenario (1), after receiving a
user plane data switchover request sent by the source
base station, the mobility management network element
may send a service switchover notification to the serving
C-GW of the UE. It should be understood that the mobility
management network element may be an MME or an-
other network element that has a mobility management
function of an MME. In specific application, the mobility
management network element may send the service
switchover notification by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the serv-
ice switchover notification by using a newly created mes-
sage. A specific message used for sending the service
switchover notification is not limited in the present inven-
tion.

[0485] In the application scenario (2), after receiving a
location update request sent by the UE, or successfully
creating a radio access bearer context for the UE, the
mobility management network element may send a re-
quest message to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should
be understood that the mobility management network el-
ement may be an MME or another network element that
has a mobility management function of an MME. In spe-
cific application, the mobility management network ele-
ment may send the request message by using an existing
message such as a create session request (Create Ses-
sion Request) message, a modify bearer request (Modify
Bearer Request) message, or a modify access bearers
request (Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or
the mobility management network element may send the
request message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0486] In the application scenario (3), after receiving a
service request sent by the UE, or successfully creating
a radio access bearer context for the UE, the mobility
management network element may send a request mes-
sage to the serving C-GW of the UE. It should be under-
stood that the mobility management network element
may be an MME or another network element that has a
mobility management function of an MME. In specific ap-
plication, the mobility management network element may
send the request message by using an existing message
such as a create session request (Create Session Re-
quest) message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer
Request) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or the mo-
bility management network element may send the re-
quest message by using a newly created message. A
specific message used for sending the request message
is not limited in the present invention.
[0487] The current location information of the UE in-
cludes tracking area information (Tracking Area Identity,
TAI) corresponding to the current location area of the UE,
serving base station information corresponding to the
current location area of the UE, and/or the like. The cor-
responding TAI used when the UE is moved to the current
location area is a target TAI of the UE. The corresponding
serving base station information used after the UE is
moved to the current location area is target base station
information of the UE. The target base station information
may be a target base station identity (Identity, ID), a target
cell identifier (Cell Identity, CI), or the like. It may be un-
derstood that the current location area of the UE is also
referred to as a target location area of the UE, that is, a
location area of the UE after the UE is moved out of the
service range of the source serving base station. Simi-
larly, the current location information of the UE is also
referred to as target location information of the UE.
[0488] It should be understood that the moving process
of the UE includes procedures occurring in the foregoing
three application scenarios, specifically including: the
service switchover procedure in the application scenario
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(1), the location update procedure in the application sce-
nario (2), and the service request procedure in the appli-
cation scenario (3).
[0489] It should be understood that the target base sta-
tion of the UE is a base station that provides an access
service for the UE after the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0490] It should be understood that the data forwarding
tunnels are implemented by creating a user plane bearer
context between the source U-GW serving the UE and
the forwarding U-GW, and a user plane bearer context
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE. The user plane bearer contexts include
routing information required for forwarding user plane da-
ta, including routing information of the source U-GW,
routing information of the forwarding U-GW, and routing
information of the target base station. Specifically, the
routing information may include an address (typically an
Internet Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) address) and tun-
nel endpoint information (typically, if a GPRS tunneling
protocol (GPRS Tunnelling Protocol, GTP) is used, the
tunnel endpoint information is a GTP tunnel endpoint
identifier (Tunnel Endpoint Identifier, TEID)).
[0491] It should be understood that the forwarding U-
GW is the at least one forwarding U-GW selected by the
processor 1602. That the processor 1602 establishes,
for the UE, a data forwarding tunnel between the source
U-GW serving the UE and the forwarding U-GW, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the target base station of the UE is that the process
1602 establishes a communication path between the
source U-GW, the at least one forwarding U-GW, and
the target base station, so as to establish a data forward-
ing tunnel between the two network elements from the
source C-GW to the target base station.
[0492] The foregoing method that is performed by the
C-GW disclosed in any embodiment in FIG. 2 to FIG. 4
of the present invention or that is performed by the target
C-GW disclosed in any embodiment in FIG. 5, FIG. 6A,
and FIG. 6B may be applied to the processor 1602, or
may be implemented by the processor 1602. The proc-
essor 1602 may be an integrated circuit chip and has a
signal processing capability. In an implementation proc-
ess, the steps in the foregoing method may be completed
by means of an integrated logic circuit of hardware in the
processor 1602 or an instruction in a form of software.
The processor 1602 may be a general purpose proces-
sor, including a central processing unit (Central Process-
ing Unit, CPU for short), a network processor (Network
Processor, NP for short), and the like, or may be a digital
signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrat-
ed circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FP-
GA), another programmable logical device, a discrete
gate or transistor logic device, or a discrete hardware
component. The processor 1602 may implement or per-
form the methods, steps, and logical block diagrams dis-
closed in the embodiments of the present invention. The
general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or

the processor may be any conventional processor, or the
like. The steps of the method disclosed with reference to
the embodiments of the present invention may be directly
performed and completed by using a hardware decoding
processor, or performed and completed by combining
hardware and software modules in a decoding processor.
The software module may be located in a mature storage
medium in the field, such as a random access memory,
a flash memory, a read-only memory, a programmable
read-only memory, an electrically-erasable programma-
ble memory, or a register. The storage medium is located
in the memory 1603. The processor 1602 reads informa-
tion in the memory 1603, and completes the steps of the
foregoing method in combination with hardware of the
processor 1602.
[0493] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
control plane gateway 1600 determines the appropriate
forwarding U-GW for the UE according to the current lo-
cation information after the movement, and establishes
the data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding U-GW
and the source U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the forwarding U-GW and the target base sta-
tion of the UE, so as to ensure service continuity in the
moving process of the UE, and improve user service ex-
perience.
[0494] Optionally, in an embodiment, the at least one
forwarding U-GW is a first U-GW, the control plane gate-
way is a serving control plane gateway used after the UE
is moved to the current location area, the control plane
gateway is the same as a serving control plane gateway
used before the UE is moved to the current location area,
the mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after the UE
is moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is the same as or different
from a serving mobility management network element
used before the UE is moved to the current location area.
[0495] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, a first request sent by
the mobility management network element. The first re-
quest carries the routing information of the target base
station of the UE.
[0496] In a process of establishing, by using the trans-
mitter 1601 for the UE, the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and/or the data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding U-GW and the target base station of the
UE, the processor 1602 is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the first U-GW by using the
transmitter 1601, and send a third request to the source
U-GW by using the transmitter 1601, where the second
request is used to request the first U-GW to allow estab-
lishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the first
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the first U-GW and the source U-GW,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and the routing information of the
source U-GW, the third request is used to request the
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source U-GW to establish the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW and the first U-GW, and the third
request carries the routing information of the first U-GW.
[0497] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the control plane gateway 1600 is the same as the serving
C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area, that is, the serving C-GW does not change in
the moving process of the UE. It should be understood
that this embodiment is applicable to a scenario in which
the serving mobility management network element
changes in the moving process of the UE or a scenario
in which the serving mobility management network ele-
ment does not change in the moving process of the UE,
that is, the mobility management network element may
be the same as or different from a serving mobility man-
agement network element used before the UE is moved
to the current location area.
[0498] Certainly, it should be understood that the con-
trol plane gateway 1600 further receives a second re-
sponse sent by the first U-GW according to the second
request, and a third response sent by the source U-GW
according to the third request. The second response is
used to acknowledge that the first U-GW allows estab-
lishment of the data forwarding tunnel between the first
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the first U-GW and the source U-GW.
Optionally, the second response may carry the routing
information of the first U-GW, such as an IP address and
TEID information, and the third response is used to ac-
knowledge that the source U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW
and the first U-GW. After receiving the second response
and the third response, the control plane gateway 1600
may send a first response of the first request to the mo-
bility management network element.
[0499] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention.
[0500] Optionally, in another embodiment, the at least
one forwarding U-GW includes a first U-GW and a second
U-GW, the control plane gateway is a serving control
plane gateway used after the UE is moved to the current
location area, the control plane gateway is the same as
a serving control plane gateway used before the UE is
moved to the current location area, the mobility manage-
ment network element is a serving mobility management
network element used after the UE is moved to the cur-
rent location area, and the mobility management network
element is the same as or different from a serving mobility

management network element used before the UE is
moved to the current location area.
[0501] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, a first request sent by
the mobility management network element. The first re-
quest carries the routing information of the target base
station of the UE.
[0502] In a process of establishing, by using the trans-
mitter 1601 for the UE, the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
forwarding U-GW and the target base station of the UE,
the processor 1602 is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the second U-GW by using the
transmitter 1601, send a third request to the third U-GW
by using the transmitter 1601, and send a fourth request
to the source U-GW by using the transmitter 1601, where
the second request is used to request the second U-GW
to establish a data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-GW,
the second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the third U-
GW, the third request is used to request the third U-GW
to establish the data forwarding tunnel between the third
U-GW and the second U-GW, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the third U-GW and the source U-GW, the
third request carries routing information of the second U-
GW and the routing information of the source U-GW, the
fourth request is used to request the source U-GW to
establish the data forwarding tunnel between the source
U-GW and the third U-GW, and the fourth request carries
the routing information of the third U-GW.
[0503] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the control plane gateway 1600 is the same as the serving
C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current loca-
tion area, that is, the serving C-GW does not change in
the moving process of the UE. It should be understood
that this embodiment is applicable to a scenario in which
the serving mobility management network element
changes in the moving process of the UE or a scenario
in which the serving mobility management network ele-
ment does not change in the moving process of the UE,
that is, the mobility management network element may
be the same as or different from a serving mobility man-
agement network element used before the UE is moved
to the current location area.
[0504] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1600 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the second U-
GW according to the second request, a third response
sent by the third U-GW according to the third request,
and a fourth response sent by the source U-GW accord-
ing to the fourth request. The second response is used
to acknowledge that the second U-GW allows establish-
ment of the data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-
GW. Optionally, the second response may carry the rout-
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ing information of the second U-GW, such as an IP ad-
dress and TEID information. The third response is used
to acknowledge that the third U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the second U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the source U-GW. Option-
ally, the third response may carry the routing information
of the third U-GW, such as an IP address and TEID in-
formation. The fourth response is used to acknowledge
that the source U-GW allows establishment of the data
forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW and the
third U-GW. After receiving the second response, the
third response, and the fourth response, the control plane
gateway 1600 may send a first response of the first re-
quest to the mobility management network element.
[0505] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, the third request, or the fourth request in
this embodiment may be sent by using an existing mes-
sage such as a create indirect data forwarding tunnel
request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel Re-
quest), or a newly defined message. This is not limited
in the present invention. Further, the first response, the
second response, the third response, or the fourth re-
sponse in this embodiment may be sent by using an ex-
isting message such as a create indirect data forwarding
tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding Tun-
nel Response), or a newly defined message. This is not
limited in the present invention.
[0506] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the at
least one forwarding U-GW is a first U-GW, the control
plane gateway is a serving control plane gateway used
after the UE is moved to the current location area, the
control plane gateway is different from a serving control
plane gateway used before the UE is moved to the current
location area, the mobility management network element
is a serving mobility management network element used
after the UE is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is the same
as or different from a serving mobility management net-
work element used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0507] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, the routing information
of the source U-GW of the UE.
[0508] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, a first request sent by
the mobility management network element. The first re-
quest carries the routing information of the target base
station of the UE.
[0509] In a process of establishing, by using the trans-
mitter 1601 for the UE, the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
forwarding U-GW and the target base station of the UE,
the processor 1602 is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the first U-GW by using the
transmitter 1601, where the second request is used to
request the first U-GW to establish the data forwarding

tunnel between the first U-GW and the target base sta-
tion, and the data forwarding tunnel between the first U-
GW and the source U-GW, and the second request car-
ries the routing information of the target base station and
the routing information of the source U-GW.
[0510] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the control plane gateway 1600 is different from the serv-
ing C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current
location area, that is, the serving C-GW changes in the
moving process of the UE. It should be understood that
this embodiment is applicable to a scenario in which the
serving mobility management network element changes
in the moving process of the UE or a scenario in which
the serving mobility management network element does
not change in the moving process of the UE, that is, the
mobility management network element may be the same
as or different from a serving mobility management net-
work element used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0511] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1600 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the first U-GW
according to the second request, and a third response
sent by the source U-GW according to the third request.
The second response is used to acknowledge that the
first U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding
tunnel between the first U-GW and the target base sta-
tion, and the data forwarding tunnel between the first U-
GW and the source U-GW. Optionally, the second re-
sponse may carry the routing information of the first U-
GW, such as an IP address and TEID information, and
the third response is used to acknowledge that the source
U-GW allows establishment of the data forwarding tunnel
between the source U-GW and the first U-GW. After re-
ceiving the second response and the third response, the
control plane gateway 1600 may send a first response
of the first request to the mobility management network
element.
[0512] Certainly, it should be understood that, because
the serving C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes
in the moving process of the UE, the control plane gate-
way 1600 is a target C-GW, that is, a serving C-GW used
after the UE is moved to the current location area. Fur-
ther, the processor 1602 should further indicate to a
source C-GW via the mobility management network el-
ement, to send a data forwarding tunnel establishment
request to the source U-GW; and send the routing infor-
mation of the first U-GW to the source U-GW. The source
C-GW is a serving C-GW used before the UE is moved
to the current location area, and the source U-GW is a
serving U-GW used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0513] It should be noted that the first request or the
second request in this embodiment may be sent by using
an existing message such as a create indirect data for-
warding tunnel request (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Request), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention. Further, the first re-
sponse or the second response in this embodiment may
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be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel response (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Response), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention.
[0514] Optionally, in still another embodiment, the at
least one forwarding U-GW includes a first U-GW and a
second U-GW, the control plane gateway is a serving
control plane gateway used after the UE is moved to the
current location area, the control plane gateway is differ-
ent from a serving control plane gateway used before the
UE is moved to the current location area, the mobility
management network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used after the UE is moved to
the current location area, and the mobility management
network element is the same as or different from a serving
mobility management network element used before the
UE is moved to the current location area.
[0515] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, the routing information
of the source U-GW of the UE.
[0516] The processor 1602 is further configured to re-
ceive, by using the receiver 1604, a first request sent by
the mobility management network element. The first re-
quest carries the routing information of the target base
station of the UE.
[0517] In a process of establishing, by using the trans-
mitter 1601 for the UE, the data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the source U-GW serving the UE and the forward-
ing U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel between the
forwarding U-GW and the target base station of the UE,
the processor 1602 is specifically configured to:
send a second request to the second U-GW by using the
transmitter 1601, and send a third request to the third U-
GW by using the transmitter 1601, where the second
request is used to request the second U-GW to establish
a data forwarding tunnel between the second U-GW and
the target base station, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the second U-GW and the third U-GW, the second
request carries the routing information of the target base
station and routing information of the third U-GW, the
third request is used to request the third U-GW to estab-
lish the data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the second U-GW, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the third U-GW and the source U-GW, and the
third request carries routing information of the second U-
GW and the routing information of the source U-GW.
[0518] It should be understood that in this embodiment,
the control plane gateway 1600 is different from the serv-
ing C-GW used before the UE is moved to the current
location area, that is, the serving C-GW changes in the
moving process of the UE. It should be understood that
this embodiment is applicable to a scenario in which the
serving mobility management network element changes
in the moving process of the UE or a scenario in which
the serving mobility management network element does
not change in the moving process of the UE, that is, the
mobility management network element may be the same
as or different from a serving mobility management net-

work element used before the UE is moved to the current
location area.
[0519] Similarly, the control plane gateway 1600 fur-
ther receives a second response sent by the second U-
GW according to the second request, a third response
sent by the third U-GW according to the third request,
and a fourth response sent by the source U-GW accord-
ing to the fourth request. The second response is used
to acknowledge that the second U-GW allows establish-
ment of the data forwarding tunnel between the second
U-GW and the target base station, and the data forward-
ing tunnel between the second U-GW and the third U-
GW. Optionally, the second response may carry the rout-
ing information of the second U-GW, such as an IP ad-
dress and TEID information. The third response is used
to acknowledge that the third U-GW allows establishment
of the data forwarding tunnel between the third U-GW
and the second U-GW, and the data forwarding tunnel
between the third U-GW and the source U-GW. Option-
ally, the third response may carry the routing information
of the third U-GW, such as an IP address and TEID in-
formation. The fourth response is used to acknowledge
that the source U-GW allows establishment of the data
forwarding tunnel between the source U-GW and the
third U-GW. After receiving the second response, the
third response, and the fourth response, the control plane
gateway 1600 may send a first response of the first re-
quest to the mobility management network element.
[0520] Certainly, it should be understood that, because
the serving C-GW of the UE in this embodiment changes
in the moving process of the UE, the control plane gate-
way 1600 in this embodiment is a target C-GW, that is,
a serving C-GW used after the UE is moved to the current
location area. Further, the processor 1602 should further
indicate to a source C-GW via the mobility management
network element, to send a data forwarding tunnel es-
tablishment request to the source U-GW; and send the
routing information of the third U-GW to the source U-
GW. The source C-GW is a serving C-GW used before
the UE is moved to the current location area, and the
source U-GW is a serving U-GW used before the UE is
moved to the current location area.
[0521] It should be noted that the first request, the sec-
ond request, or the third request in this embodiment may
be sent by using an existing message such as a create
indirect data forwarding tunnel request (Create Indirect
Data Forwarding Tunnel Request), or a newly defined
message. This is not limited in the present invention. Fur-
ther, the first response, the second response, or the third
response in this embodiment may be sent by using an
existing message such as a create indirect data forward-
ing tunnel response (Create Indirect Data Forwarding
Tunnel Response), or a newly defined message. This is
not limited in the present invention.
[0522] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 16, when the at least one forwarding U-
GW is the first U-GW, the processor 1602 is further con-
figured to send, by using the transmitter 1601, routing
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information of a target U-GW to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0523] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 16, when the at least one forwarding U-
GW is the first U-GW, the processor 1602 is further con-
figured to send the routing information of the first U-GW
to the target base station via the mobility management
network element.
[0524] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 16, when the at least one forwarding U-
GW is the second U-GW and the third U-GW, the proc-
essor 1602 is further configured to send the routing in-
formation of the second U-GW to the target base station
via the mobility management network element.
[0525] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 16, the processor 1602 is further config-
ured to send a create session request to the target U-
GW by using the transmitter 1601, where the create ses-
sion request is used to create, on the target U-GW for
the UE, a bearer context for user plane data transmission,
each created bearer context includes routing information
of the target U-GW, and the target U-GW is a serving U-
GW corresponding to the current location area of the UE.
It may be understood that the target U-GW is generally
a serving U-GW that provides an optimal data transmis-
sion path for the UE in the current location area. Further,
the processor 1602 is further configured to send the rout-
ing information of the target U-GW to the target base
station via the mobility management network element.
[0526] Optionally, in the foregoing four specific embod-
iments of FIG. 16, when the at least one forwarding U-
GW is the first U-GW, the first U-GW is further a serving
U-GW selected by the control plane gateway for the UE
according to the current location information of the UE.
That is, the first U-GW is a target U-GW. In this case, the
target D-GW can directly communicate with the source
D-GW, that is, the target U-GW also plays a role of the
forwarding U-GW. It may be understood that, when the
target U-GW cannot directly communicate with the
source D-GW, the forwarding U-GW selected by the C-
GW is different from the target U-GW.
[0527] The control plane gateway 1600 may further
perform the method shown in FIG. 2, and implements
the functions of the C-GW in the embodiments shown in
FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, FIG. 7, and FIG. 8, and functions of the
target C-GW in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5 or FIG.
6A and FIG. 6B. Details are not described in this embod-
iment of the present invention again.
[0528] FIG. 17 is a schematic structural diagram of a
mobility management network element 1700 according
to an embodiment of the present invention. The mobility
management network element 1700 may include a proc-
essor 1702, a memory 1703, a transmitter 1701, and a
receiver 1704.
[0529] The receiver 1704, the transmitter 1701, the
processor 1702, and the memory 1703 are connected to
each other by using a bus 1706. The bus 1706 may be
an ISA bus, a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the like. The bus

may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a con-
trol bus, and the like. For ease of representation, in FIG.
17, the bus 1706 is indicated by using only one double-
headed arrow. However, it does not indicate that there
is only one bus or only one type of bus. In specific appli-
cation, the transmitter 1701 and the receiver 1704 may
be coupled to an antenna 1705.
[0530] The memory 1703 is configured to store a pro-
gram. Specifically, the program may include program
code, and the program code includes a computer oper-
ation instruction. The memory 1703 may include a read-
only memory and a random access memory, and pro-
vides an instruction and data for the processor 1702. The
memory 1703 may include a high-speed RAM memory,
and may further include a nonvolatile memory (non-vol-
atile memory), for example, at least one magnetic disk
memory.
[0531] The processor 1702 executes the program
stored in the memory 1703 and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver 1704, a forwarding
relocation request sent by a source mobility man-
agement network element serving UE, where the for-
warding relocation request carries current location
information of the UE;
selecting a target C-GW of the UE according to the
current location information of the UE;
sending the current location information of the UE to
the C-GW by using the transmitter 1701, so that the
C-GW determines a forwarding U-GW of the UE ac-
cording to the current location information of the UE;
and
sending a data forwarding tunnel establishment re-
quest to the target control plane gateway by using
the transmitter 1701, where the data forwarding tun-
nel establishment request is used to request the tar-
get C-GW to establish, for the UE, a data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding U-GW and a source
U-GW serving the UE, and a data forwarding tunnel
between the forwarding U-GW and a target base sta-
tion serving the UE.

[0532] The foregoing method that is performed by the
mobility management network element disclosed in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 9 of the present invention or
that is performed by the target MME disclosed in the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B may
be applied to the processor 1702, or may be implemented
by the processor 1702. The processor 1702 may be an
integrated circuit chip and has a signal processing capa-
bility. In an implementation process, the steps in the fore-
going method may be completed by means of an inte-
grated logic circuit of hardware in the processor 1702 or
an instruction in a form of software. The processor 1702
may be a general purpose processor, including a central
processing unit (Central Processing Unit, CPU for short),
a network processor (Network Processor, NP for short),
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and the like, or may be a digital signal processor (DSP),
an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field
programmable gate array (FPGA), another programma-
ble logical device, a discrete gate or transistor logic de-
vice, or a discrete hardware component. The processor
1702 may implement or perform the methods, steps, and
logical block diagrams disclosed in the embodiments of
the present invention. The general purpose processor
may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any
conventional processor, or the like. The steps of the
method disclosed with reference to the embodiments of
the present invention may be directly performed and
completed by using a hardware decoding processor, or
performed and completed by combining hardware and
software modules in a decoding processor. The software
module may be located in a mature storage medium in
the field, such as a random access memory, a flash mem-
ory, a read-only memory, a programmable read-only
memory, an electrically-erasable programmable memo-
ry, or a register. The storage medium is located in the
memory 1703. The processor 1702 reads information in
the memory 1703, and completes the steps of the fore-
going method in combination with hardware of the proc-
essor 1702.
[0533] In this embodiment of the present invention, af-
ter the UE is moved out of a service range of the source
mobility management network element, the mobility
management network element 1700 determines the tar-
get C-GW of the UE according to the current location
information of the UE, and further establishes a data for-
warding tunnel between the source U-GW and the target
base station of the UE for the UE by using the target C-
GW, so as to ensure service continuity in a moving proc-
ess of the UE, and improve user service experience.
[0534] Optionally, the target control plane gateway is
different from a serving control plane gateway used be-
fore the UE is moved to the current location area (that is,
the serving C-GW changes in a moving process of the
UE). The processor 1702 is further configured to send a
change notification message to the source mobility man-
agement network element by using the transmitter 1701.
The change notification message is used to indicate that
a serving control plane gateway of the UE changes to
the target control plane gateway.
[0535] Further, the processor 1702 is further config-
ured to receive, by using the receiver 1704, an acknowl-
edgment message sent by the source mobility manage-
ment network element according to the change notifica-
tion message. The acknowledgment message carries
routing information of the source U-GW of the UE.
[0536] The mobility management network element
1700 may further perform the method in FIG. 9 and im-
plement functions of the target MME in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B. Details are not
described in this embodiment of the present invention
again.
[0537] FIG. 18 is a schematic structural diagram of a
control plane gateway 1800 according to an embodiment

of the present invention. The control plane gateway 1800
may include a processor 1802, a memory 1803, a trans-
mitter 1801, and a receiver 1804.
[0538] The receiver 1804, the transmitter 1801, the
processor 1802, and the memory 1803 are connected to
each other by using a bus 1806. The bus 1806 may be
an ISA bus, a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the like. The bus
may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a con-
trol bus, and the like. For ease of representation, in FIG.
18, the bus 1806 is indicated by using only one double-
headed arrow. However, it does not indicate that there
is only one bus or only one type of bus. In specific appli-
cation, the transmitter 1801 and the receiver 1804 may
be coupled to an antenna 1805.
[0539] The memory 1803 is configured to store a pro-
gram. Specifically, the program may include program
code, and the program code includes a computer oper-
ation instruction. The memory 1803 may include a read-
only memory and a random access memory, and pro-
vides an instruction and data for the processor 1802. The
memory 1803 may include a high-speed RAM memory,
and may further include a nonvolatile memory (non-vol-
atile memory), for example, at least one magnetic disk
memory.
[0540] The processor 1802 executes the program
stored in the memory 1803 and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver 1804, current loca-
tion information of the UE sent by a mobility man-
agement network element;
selecting a target U-GW for the UE according to the
current location information of the UE; and
sending, by using the transmitter 1801, a request
message to the mobility management network ele-
ment, where the request message is used to request
the mobility management network element to re-
lease a first bearer context and indicate to the UE to
send a setup request for a second bearer context,
the first bearer context is a bearer context of the UE
that is established on a source U-GW of the UE, and
the second bearer context is a bearer context that is
reestablished by the UE on the target U-GW accord-
ing to the first bearer context.

[0541] It should be understood that in this embodiment
of the present invention, the location update notification
message is used to notify the C-GW that the current lo-
cation area of the UE changes. For the location update
notification, an existing message may be reused, such
as a create session request (Create Session Request)
message, a modify bearer request (Modify Bearer Re-
quest) message, or a modify access bearers request
(Modify Access Bearers Request) message; or a new
message may be defined. This is not limited in the present
invention.
[0542] The foregoing method that is performed by the
C-GW disclosed in any embodiment in FIG. 10 and FIG.
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11 of the present invention may be applied to the proc-
essor 1802, or may be implemented by the processor
1802. The processor 1802 may be an integrated circuit
chip and has a signal processing capability. In an imple-
mentation process, the steps in the foregoing method
may be completed by means of an integrated logic circuit
of hardware in the processor 1802 or an instruction in a
form of software. The processor 1802 may be a general
purpose processor, including a central processing unit
(Central Processing Unit, CPU for short), a network proc-
essor (Network Processor, NP for short), and the like, or
may be a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable
gate array (FPGA), another programmable logical de-
vice, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, or a dis-
crete hardware component. The processor 1802 may im-
plement or perform the methods, steps, and logical block
diagrams disclosed in the embodiments of the present
invention. The general purpose processor may be a mi-
croprocessor, or the processor may be any conventional
processor, or the like. The steps of the method disclosed
with reference to the embodiments of the present inven-
tion may be directly performed and completed by using
a hardware decoding processor, or performed and com-
pleted by combining hardware and software modules in
a decoding processor. The software module may be lo-
cated in a mature storage medium in the field, such as a
random access memory, a flash memory, a read-only
memory, a programmable read-only memory, an electri-
cally-erasable programmable memory, or a register. The
storage medium is located in the memory 1803. The proc-
essor 1802 reads information in the memory 1803, and
completes the steps of the foregoing method in combi-
nation with hardware of the processor 1802.
[0543] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
fore the UE changes from an idle mode to a connected
mode and sends user plane data, the control plane gate-
way 1800 determines, according to the current location
information of the UE, whether the serving U-GW needs
to change, triggers a bearer context deactivation proce-
dure, and adds a reactivation request indication during
the bearer context deactivation procedure to request the
UE to immediately initiate a bearer context reestablish-
ment procedure, to recreate bearer resources on the tar-
get U-GW, ensure service continuity of subsequent user
plane data transmission, and ensure user service expe-
rience.
[0544] Optionally, in an embodiment, the request mes-
sage is a delete bearer request message, the delete bear-
er request message carries a reactivation request indi-
cation, and the reactivation request indication is used via
the mobility management network element to indicate to
the UE to initiate the setup request for the second bearer
context after the first bearer context is deleted.
[0545] It should be understood that both the MME and
the UE record the first bearer context created by the UE
on the source U-GW. After receiving the delete bearer
request message, the MME deletes the first bearer con-

text on the MME, and indicates to the UE to delete the
first bearer context on the UE. When the delete bearer
request message carries the reactivation request indica-
tion, the MME further sends the reactivation request in-
dication to the UE, to indicate to the UE to resend a setup
request for a bearer context according to content of the
first bearer context after the first bearer context is deleted,
and request to create the second bearer context. The
second bearer context is a bearer context created on the
target U-GW based on the first bearer context.
[0546] The control plane gateway 1800 may further
perform the method in FIG. 10 and implement functions
of the C-GW in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11. Details
are not described in this embodiment of the present in-
vention again.
[0547] It should be understood that sequence numbers
of the foregoing processes do not mean execution se-
quences in various embodiments of the present inven-
tion. The execution sequences of the processes should
be determined according to functions and internal logic
of the processes, and should not be construed as any
limitation on the implementation processes of the em-
bodiments of the present invention.
[0548] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware
that, in combination with the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, units and
algorithm steps may be implemented by electronic hard-
ware or a combination of computer software and elec-
tronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by
hardware or software depends on particular applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solu-
tions. A person skilled in the art may use different meth-
ods to implement the described functions for each par-
ticular application, but it should not be considered that
the implementation goes beyond the scope of the present
invention.
[0549] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, reference may be made
to a corresponding process in the foregoing method em-
bodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0550] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0551] The units described as separate parts may or
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may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of
the solutions of the embodiments.
[0552] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the units may exist alone phys-
ically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0553] When the functions are implemented in the form
of a software functional unit and sold or used as an in-
dependent product, the functions may be stored in a com-
puter-readable storage medium. Based on such an un-
derstanding, the technical solutions of the present inven-
tion essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art,
or some of the technical solutions may be implemented
in a form of a software product. The software product is
stored in a storage medium, and includes several instruc-
tions for instructing a computer device (which may be a
personal computer, a server, or a network device) to per-
form all or some of the steps of the methods described
in the embodiments of the present invention. The fore-
going storage medium includes: any medium that can
store program code, such as a USB flash drive, a remov-
able hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-Only
Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random Ac-
cess Memory), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0554] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementations of the present invention, but are not in-
tended to limit the protection scope of the present inven-
tion. Any variation or replacement readily figured out by
a person skilled in the art within the technical scope dis-
closed in the present invention shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention. Therefore, the pro-
tection scope of the present invention shall be subject to
the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A service continuity ensuring method, comprising:

receiving, by a control plane gateway, current
location information of a user equipment from a
mobility management network element;
selecting, by the control plane gateway, at least
one forwarding user plane gateway for the user
equipment according to the current location in-
formation of the user equipment; and
establishing, by the control plane gateway for
the user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel
between a source user plane gateway serving
the user equipment and the forwarding user
plane gateway, and a data forwarding tunnel be-
tween the forwarding user plane gateway and a
target base station serving the user equipment,
wherein the data forwarding tunnels are used to

transmit uplink user plane data and/or downlink
user plane data of the user equipment in a mov-
ing process of the user equipment.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one forwarding user plane gateway is a
first user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is the same as a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area; and
the establishing, by the control plane gateway for the
user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
a source user plane gateway serving the user equip-
ment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment comprises:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first
request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing
information of the target base station;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second
request to the first user plane gateway, wherein
the second request is used to request the first
user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and the data
forwarding tunnel between the first user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the second request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station and routing
information of the source user plane gateway;
and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third
request to the source user plane gateway,
wherein the third request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data
forwarding tunnel between the source user
plane gateway and the first user plane gateway,
and the third request carries routing information
of the first user plane gateway.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one forwarding user plane gateway com-
prises a second user plane gateway and a third user
plane gateway, the control plane gateway is a serv-
ing control plane gateway used after the user equip-
ment is moved to a current location area, the control
plane gateway is the same as a serving control plane
gateway used before the user equipment is moved
to the current location area, and the mobility man-
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agement network element is a serving mobility man-
agement network element used after the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area; and
the establishing, by the control plane gateway for the
user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
a source user plane gateway serving the user equip-
ment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment comprises:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first
request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing
information of the target base station of the user
equipment;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second
request to the second user plane gateway,
wherein the second request is used to request
the second user plane gateway to establish a
data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the target base station, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the second
user plane gateway and the third user plane
gateway, and the second request carries the
routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gate-
way;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third
request to the third user plane gateway, wherein
the third request is used to request the third user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and
the second user plane gateway, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the third user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the third request carries routing information
of the second user plane gateway and routing
information of the source user plane gateway;
and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a fourth
request to the source user plane gateway,
wherein the fourth request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data
forwarding tunnel between the source user
plane gateway and the third user plane gateway,
and the fourth request carries the routing infor-
mation of the third user plane gateway.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one forwarding user plane gateway is a
first user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is different from a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving

mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area;
the method further comprises: further receiving, by
the control plane gateway, routing information of the
source user plane gateway from the mobility man-
agement network element; and
the establishing, by the control plane gateway for the
user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
a source user plane gateway serving the user equip-
ment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment comprises:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first
request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing
information of the target base station; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second
request to the first user plane gateway, wherein
the second request is used to request the first
user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and the data
forwarding tunnel between the first user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the second request carries the routing in-
formation of the target base station and the rout-
ing information of the source user plane gate-
way.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the at least one forwarding user plane gateway com-
prises a second user plane gateway and a third user
plane gateway, the control plane gateway is a serv-
ing control plane gateway used after the user equip-
ment is moved to a current location area, the control
plane gateway is different from a serving control
plane gateway used before the user equipment is
moved to the current location area, and the mobility
management network element is a serving mobility
management network element used after the user
equipment is moved to the current location area;
the method further comprises: further receiving, by
the control plane gateway, routing information of the
source user plane gateway from the mobility man-
agement network element; and
the establishing, by the control plane gateway for the
user equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
a source user plane gateway serving the user equip-
ment and the forwarding user plane gateway, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment comprises:

receiving, by the control plane gateway, a first
request from the mobility management network
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element, wherein the first request carries routing
information of the target base station;
sending, by the control plane gateway, a second
request to the second user plane gateway,
wherein the second request is used to request
the second user plane gateway to establish a
data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the target base station, and
a data forwarding tunnel between the second
user plane gateway and the third user plane
gateway, and the second request carries the
routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gate-
way; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a third
request to the third user plane gateway, wherein
the third request is used to request the third user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and
the second user plane gateway, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the third user plane
gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the third request carries routing information
of the second user plane gateway and the rout-
ing information of the source user plane gate-
way.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the control plane gateway, a create
session request to a target user plane gateway,
wherein the create session request is used to
create, on the target user plane gateway for the
user equipment, a bearer context for user plane
data transmission, and each created bearer
context comprises routing information of the tar-
get user plane gateway; and
the target user plane gateway is a serving user
plane gateway corresponding to a current loca-
tion area of the user equipment.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:
sending, by the control plane gateway, the routing
information of the target user plane gateway to the
target base station via the mobility management net-
work element.

8. The method according to claim 2 or 4, wherein the
method further comprises:
sending, by the control plane gateway, the routing
information of the first user plane gateway to the tar-
get base station via the mobility management net-
work element.

9. The method according to claim 2, 4, or 8, wherein
the first user plane gateway is a serving user plane

gateway selected by the control plane gateway for
the user equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment.

10. The method according to claim 3 or 5, wherein the
method further comprises:
sending, by the control plane gateway, the routing
information of the second user plane gateway to the
target base station via the mobility management net-
work element.

11. A service continuity ensuring method, comprising:

receiving, by a target mobility management net-
work element, a forwarding relocation request
from a source mobility management network el-
ement serving a user equipment, wherein the
forwarding relocation request carries current lo-
cation information of the user equipment;
selecting, by the target mobility management
network element, a target control plane gateway
of the user equipment according to the current
location information of the user equipment;
sending, by the target mobility management net-
work element, the current location information
of the user equipment to the target control plane
gateway, so that the target control plane gate-
way determines a forwarding user plane gate-
way of the user equipment according to the cur-
rent location information of the user equipment;
and
sending, by the target mobility management net-
work element, a data forwarding tunnel estab-
lishment request to the target control plane gate-
way, wherein the data forwarding tunnel estab-
lishment request is used to request the target
control plane gateway to establish, for the user
equipment, a data forwarding tunnel between
the forwarding user plane gateway and a source
user plane gateway serving the user equipment,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the for-
warding user plane gateway and a target base
station serving the user equipment.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the target
control plane gateway is different from a serving con-
trol plane gateway used before the user equipment
is moved to a current location area, and the method
further comprises:
sending, by the target mobility management network
element, a change notification message to the
source mobility management network element,
wherein the change notification message is used to
indicate that a serving control plane gateway of the
user equipment changes to the target control plane
gateway.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the meth-
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od further comprises:
receiving, by the target mobility management net-
work element, an acknowledgment message from
the source mobility management network element
according to the change notification message,
wherein the acknowledgment message carries rout-
ing information of the source user plane gateway.

14. A service continuity ensuring method, comprising:

receiving, by a control plane gateway, current
location information of a user equipment from a
mobility management network element;
selecting, by the control plane gateway, a target
user plane gateway for the user equipment ac-
cording to the current location information of the
user equipment; and
sending, by the control plane gateway, a request
message to the mobility management network
element, wherein the request message is used
to request the mobility management network el-
ement to release a first bearer context and indi-
cate to the user equipment to send a setup re-
quest for a second bearer context, the first bear-
er context is a bearer context of the user equip-
ment that is established on a source user plane
gateway of the user equipment, and the second
bearer context is a bearer context that is re-es-
tablished by the user equipment on the target
user plane gateway according to the first bearer
context.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein
the request message is a delete bearer request mes-
sage, the delete bearer request message carries a
reactivation request indication, and the reactivation
request indication is used to indicate, by using the
mobility management network element, to the user
equipment to initiate the setup request for the second
bearer context after the first bearer context is delet-
ed.

16. A control plane gateway, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive current
location information of a user equipment from a
mobility management network element;
a selection unit, configured to select at least one
forwarding user plane gateway for the user
equipment according to the current location in-
formation of the user equipment; and
a tunnel establishment unit, configured to estab-
lish, for the user equipment, a data forwarding
tunnel between a source user plane gateway
serving the user equipment and the forwarding
user plane gateway, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the forwarding user plane gateway
and a target base station serving the user equip-

ment, wherein the data forwarding tunnels are
used to transmit uplink user plane data and/or
downlink user plane data of the user equipment
in a moving process of the user equipment.

17. The control plane gateway according to claim 16,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way is a first user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is the same as a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is a serv-
ing mobility management network element used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to the current loca-
tion area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a
first request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing in-
formation of the target base station; and
the control plane gateway further comprises a send-
ing unit, and the tunnel establishment unit is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway
by using the sending unit, and send a third request
to the source user plane gateway by using the send-
ing unit, wherein the second request is used to re-
quest the first user plane gateway to establish the
data forwarding tunnel between the first user plane
gateway and the target base station, and the data
forwarding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the source user plane gateway, the second
request carries the routing information of the target
base station and routing information of the source
user plane gateway, the third request is used to re-
quest the source user plane gateway to establish the
data forwarding tunnel between the source user
plane gateway and the first user plane gateway, and
the third request carries routing information of the
first user plane gateway.

18. The control plane gateway according to claim 16,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way comprises a first user plane gateway and a sec-
ond user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is the same as a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a
first request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing in-
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formation of the target base station; and
the control plane gateway further comprises a send-
ing unit, and the tunnel establishment unit is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane
gateway by using the sending unit, send a third re-
quest to the third user plane gateway by using the
sending unit, and send a fourth request to the source
user plane gateway by using the sending unit, where-
in the second request is used to request the second
user plane gateway to establish a data forwarding
tunnel between the second user plane gateway and
the target base station, and a data forwarding tunnel
between the second user plane gateway and the
third user plane gateway, the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gateway,
the third request is used to request the third user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding tun-
nel between the third user plane gateway and the
second user plane gateway, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and routing information of the source user plane
gateway, the fourth request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the source user plane gate-
way and the third user plane gateway, and the fourth
request carries the routing information of the third
user plane gateway.

19. The control plane gateway according to claim 16,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way is a first user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is different from a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is a serv-
ing mobility management network element used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to the current loca-
tion area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive rout-
ing information of the source user plane gateway;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a
first request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing in-
formation of the target base station; and
the control plane gateway further comprises a send-
ing unit, and the tunnel establishment unit is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway
by using the sending unit, wherein the second re-
quest is used to request the first user plane gateway
to establish the data forwarding tunnel between the
first user plane gateway and the target base station,

and the data forwarding tunnel between the first user
plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the second request carries the routing informa-
tion of the target base station and the routing infor-
mation of the source user plane gateway.

20. The control plane gateway according to claim 16,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way comprises a first user plane gateway and a sec-
ond user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is different from a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive rout-
ing information of the source user plane gateway;
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a
first request from the mobility management network
element, wherein the first request carries routing in-
formation of the target base station; and
the control plane gateway further comprises a send-
ing unit, and the tunnel establishment unit is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane
gateway by using the sending unit, and send a third
request to the third user plane gateway by using the
sending unit, wherein the second request is used to
request the second user plane gateway to establish
a data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the target base station, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the third user plane gateway, the
second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the
third user plane gateway, the third request is used
to request the third user plane gateway to establish
the data forwarding tunnel between the third user
plane gateway and the second user plane gateway,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the third user
plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the third request carries routing information of
the second user plane gateway and the routing in-
formation of the source user plane gateway.

21. The control plane gateway according to any one of
claims 16 to 20, wherein
the tunnel establishment unit is further configured to
send a create session request to a target user plane
gateway of the user equipment, wherein the create
session request is used to create, on the target user
plane gateway for the user equipment, a bearer con-
text for user plane data transmission, each created
bearer context comprises routing information of the
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target user plane gateway, and the target user plane
gateway is a serving user plane gateway corre-
sponding to a current location area of the user equip-
ment.

22. The control plane gateway according to claim 21,
wherein
the tunnel establishment unit is further configured to
send the routing information of the target user plane
gateway to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.

23. The control plane gateway according to claim 17 or
19, wherein
the tunnel establishment unit is further configured to
send the routing information of the first user plane
gateway to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.

24. The control plane gateway according to claim 17,
19, or 23, wherein
the first user plane gateway is a serving user plane
gateway selected by the control plane gateway for
the user equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment.

25. The control plane gateway according to claim 18 or
20, wherein
the tunnel establishment unit is further configured to
send the routing information of the second user plane
gateway to the target base station via the mobility
management network element.

26. A mobility management network element, compris-
ing:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a forward-
ing relocation request from a source mobility
management network element serving a user
equipment, wherein the forwarding relocation
request carries current location information of
the user equipment;
a selection unit, configured to select a target
control plane gateway of the user equipment ac-
cording to the current location information of the
user equipment; and
a sending unit, configured to send the current
location information of the user equipment to the
target control plane gateway, so that the target
control plane gateway determines a forwarding
user plane gateway of the user equipment ac-
cording to the current location information of the
user equipment, wherein
the sending unit is further configured to send a
data forwarding tunnel establishment request to
the target control plane gateway, wherein the
data forwarding tunnel establishment request is
used to request the target control plane gateway

to establish, for the user equipment, a data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a source user plane gateway
serving the user equipment, and a data forward-
ing tunnel between the forwarding user plane
gateway and a target base station serving the
user equipment.

27. The mobility management network element accord-
ing to claim 26, wherein the target control plane gate-
way is different from a serving control plane gateway
used before the user equipment is moved to a current
location area; and
the sending unit is further configured to send a
change notification message to the source mobility
management network element, wherein the change
notification message is used to indicate that a serv-
ing control plane gateway of the user equipment
changes to the target control plane gateway.

28. The mobility management network element accord-
ing to claim 27, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an
acknowledgment message from the source mobility
management network element according to the
change notification message, wherein the acknowl-
edgment message carries routing information of the
source user plane gateway.

29. A control plane gateway, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive current
location information of a user equipment from a
mobility management network element;
a selection unit, configured to select a target us-
er plane gateway for the user equipment accord-
ing to the current location information of the user
equipment; and
a sending unit, configured to send a request
message to the mobility management network
element, wherein the request message is used
to request the mobility management network el-
ement to release a first bearer context and indi-
cate to the user equipment to send a setup re-
quest for a second bearer context, the first bear-
er context is a bearer context of the user equip-
ment that is established on a source user plane
gateway of the user equipment, and the second
bearer context is a bearer context that is re-es-
tablished by the user equipment on the target
user plane gateway according to the first bearer
context.

30. The control plane gateway according to claim 29,
wherein
the request message is a delete bearer request mes-
sage, the delete bearer request message carries a
reactivation request indication, and the reactivation
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request indication is used to indicate, by using the
mobility management network element, to the user
equipment to initiate the setup request for the second
bearer context after the first bearer context is delet-
ed.

31. A control plane gateway, comprising a memory, a
processor, a receiver, and a transmitter, wherein
the memory is configured to: store a program, and
provide data and an instruction for the processor;
and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory, and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, current location
information of a user equipment from a mobility
management network element;
selecting at least one forwarding user plane
gateway for the user equipment according to the
current location information of the user equip-
ment; and
establishing, for the user equipment, a data for-
warding tunnel between a source user plane
gateway serving the user equipment and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and a data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding user
plane gateway and a target base station serving
the user equipment, wherein the data forwarding
tunnels are used to transmit uplink user plane
data and/or downlink user plane data of the user
equipment in a moving process of the user
equipment.

32. The control plane gateway according to claim 31,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way is a first user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is the same as a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is a serv-
ing mobility management network element used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to the current loca-
tion area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, a first request from the mobility man-
agement network element, wherein the first request
carries routing information of the target base station;
and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter
for the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel
between the source user plane gateway and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and/or the data for-
warding tunnel between the forwarding user plane
gateway and the target base station, the processor
is specifically configured to:

send a second request to the first user plane gateway
by using the transmitter, and send a third request to
the source user plane gateway by using the trans-
mitter, wherein the second request is used to request
the first user plane gateway to establish the data
forwarding tunnel between the first user plane gate-
way and the target base station, and the data for-
warding tunnel between the first user plane gateway
and the source user plane gateway, the second re-
quest carries the routing information of the target
base station and routing information of the source
user plane gateway, the third request is used to re-
quest the source user plane gateway to establish the
data forwarding tunnel between the source user
plane gateway and the first user plane gateway, and
the third request carries routing information of the
first user plane gateway.

33. The control plane gateway according to claim 31,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way comprises a first user plane gateway and a sec-
ond user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is the same as a serving
control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, a first request from the mobility man-
agement network element, wherein the first request
carries routing information of the target base station;
and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter
for the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel
between the source user plane gateway and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding user plane gateway
and the target base station, the processor is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane
gateway by using the transmitter, send a third re-
quest to the third user plane gateway by using the
transmitter, and send a fourth request to the source
user plane gateway by using the transmitter, wherein
the second request is used to request the second
user plane gateway to establish a data forwarding
tunnel between the second user plane gateway and
the target base station, and a data forwarding tunnel
between the second user plane gateway and the
third user plane gateway, the second request carries
the routing information of the target base station and
routing information of the third user plane gateway,
the third request is used to request the third user
plane gateway to establish the data forwarding tun-
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nel between the third user plane gateway and the
second user plane gateway, and a data forwarding
tunnel between the third user plane gateway and the
source user plane gateway, the third request carries
routing information of the second user plane gateway
and routing information of the source user plane
gateway, the fourth request is used to request the
source user plane gateway to establish the data for-
warding tunnel between the source user plane gate-
way and the third user plane gateway, and the fourth
request carries the routing information of the third
user plane gateway.

34. The control plane gateway according to claim 31,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way is a first user plane gateway, the control plane
gateway is a serving control plane gateway used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to a current location
area, the control plane gateway is different from a
serving control plane gateway used before the user
equipment is moved to the current location area, and
the mobility management network element is a serv-
ing mobility management network element used af-
ter the user equipment is moved to the current loca-
tion area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, routing information of the source
user plane gateway;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, a first request from the mobility man-
agement network element, wherein the first request
carries routing information of the target base station;
and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter
for the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel
between the source user plane gateway and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding user plane gateway
and the target base station, the processor is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the first user plane gateway
by using the transmitter, wherein the second request
is used to request the first user plane gateway to
establish the data forwarding tunnel between the first
user plane gateway and the target base station, and
the data forwarding tunnel between the first user
plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the second request carries the routing informa-
tion of the target base station and the routing infor-
mation of the source user plane gateway.

35. The control plane gateway according to claim 31,
wherein the at least one forwarding user plane gate-
way comprises a first user plane gateway and a sec-
ond user plane gateway, the control plane gateway
is a serving control plane gateway used after the
user equipment is moved to a current location area,
the control plane gateway is different from a serving

control plane gateway used before the user equip-
ment is moved to the current location area, and the
mobility management network element is a serving
mobility management network element used after
the user equipment is moved to the current location
area;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, routing information of the source
user plane gateway;
the processor is further configured to receive, by us-
ing the receiver, a first request from the mobility man-
agement network element, wherein the first request
carries routing information of the target base station;
and
in a process of establishing, by using the transmitter
for the user equipment, the data forwarding tunnel
between the source user plane gateway and the for-
warding user plane gateway, and the data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding user plane gateway
and the target base station, the processor is specif-
ically configured to:
send a second request to the second user plane
gateway by using the transmitter, and send a third
request to the third user plane gateway by using the
transmitter, wherein the second request is used to
request the second user plane gateway to establish
a data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the target base station, and a
data forwarding tunnel between the second user
plane gateway and the third user plane gateway, the
second request carries the routing information of the
target base station and routing information of the
third user plane gateway, the third request is used
to request the third user plane gateway to establish
the data forwarding tunnel between the third user
plane gateway and the second user plane gateway,
and a data forwarding tunnel between the third user
plane gateway and the source user plane gateway,
and the third request carries routing information of
the second user plane gateway and the routing in-
formation of the source user plane gateway.

36. The control plane gateway according to any one of
claims 31 to 35, wherein the processor is further con-
figured to send a create session request to a target
user plane gateway by using the transmitter, wherein
the create session request is used to create, on the
target user plane gateway for the user equipment, a
bearer context for user plane data transmission,
each created bearer context comprises routing in-
formation of the target user plane gateway, and the
target user plane gateway is a serving user plane
gateway corresponding to a current location area of
the user equipment.

37. The control plane gateway according to claim 36,
wherein the processor is further configured to send
the routing information of the target user plane gate-
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way to the target base station via the mobility man-
agement network element.

38. The control plane gateway according to claim 32 or
34, wherein
the processor is further configured to send the rout-
ing information of the first user plane gateway to the
target base station via the mobility management net-
work element.

39. The control plane gateway according to claim 32,
34, or 38, wherein
the first user plane gateway is a serving user plane
gateway selected by the control plane gateway for
the user equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment.

40. The control plane gateway according to claim 33 or
35, wherein
the processor is further configured to send the rout-
ing information of the second user plane gateway to
the target base station via the mobility management
network element.

41. A mobility management network element, compris-
ing a memory, a processor, a receiver, and a trans-
mitter, wherein
the memory is configured to: store a program, and
provide data and an instruction for the processor;
and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory, and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, a forwarding
relocation request from a source mobility man-
agement network element serving a user equip-
ment, wherein the forwarding relocation request
carries current location information of the user
equipment;
selecting a target control plane gateway of the
user equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment;
sending the current location information of the
user equipment to the target control plane gate-
way by using the transmitter, so that the target
control plane gateway determines a forwarding
user plane gateway of the user equipment ac-
cording to the current location information of the
user equipment; and
sending a data forwarding tunnel establishment
request to the target control plane gateway by
using the transmitter, wherein the data forward-
ing tunnel establishment request is used to re-
quest the target control plane gateway to estab-
lish, for the user equipment, a data forwarding
tunnel between the forwarding user plane gate-
way and a source user plane gateway serving

the user equipment, and a data forwarding tun-
nel between the forwarding user plane gateway
and a target base station serving the user equip-
ment.

42. The mobility management network element accord-
ing to claim 41, wherein the target control plane gate-
way is different from a serving control plane gateway
used before the user equipment is moved to a current
location area; and
the processor is further configured to send a change
notification message to the source mobility manage-
ment network element by using the transmitter,
wherein the change notification message is used to
indicate that a serving control plane gateway of the
user equipment changes to the target control plane
gateway.

43. The mobility management network element accord-
ing to claim 42, wherein the processor is further con-
figured to receive, by using the receiver, an acknowl-
edgment message from the source mobility manage-
ment network element according to the change no-
tification message, wherein the acknowledgment
message carries routing information of the source
user plane gateway of the user equipment.

44. A control plane gateway, comprising a memory, a
processor, a receiver, and a transmitter, wherein
the memory is configured to: store a program, and
provide data and an instruction for the processor;
and
the processor is configured to execute the program
stored in the memory and is specifically configured
to perform the following operations:

receiving, by using the receiver, current location
information of a user equipment from a mobility
management network element;
selecting a target user plane gateway for the us-
er equipment according to the current location
information of the user equipment; and
sending a request message to the mobility man-
agement network element by using the trans-
mitter, wherein the request message is used to
request the mobility management network ele-
ment to release a first bearer context and indi-
cate to the user equipment to send a setup re-
quest for a second bearer context, the first bear-
er context is a bearer context of the user equip-
ment that is established on a source user plane
gateway of the user equipment, and the second
bearer context is a bearer context that is re-es-
tablished by the user equipment on the target
user plane gateway according to the first bearer
context.

45. The control plane gateway according to claim 44,
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wherein
the request message is a delete bearer request mes-
sage, the delete bearer request message carries a
reactivation request indication, and the reactivation
request indication is used to indicate, by using the
mobility management network element, to the user
equipment to initiate the setup request for the second
bearer context after the first bearer context is delet-
ed.
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